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Columbia
awarded
$71,540 for
suicide
prevention

New lot
eases
students'
parking
woes

Columbia one of 22
schools to receive
SAMSA grant

Columbia leases out
lot in South Loop

By Hayley Graham
Campus News Editor

By Stacie Johnson
Contributing Writer

With the expansion of the South
Loop and surrounding areas, as
well tougher street parking policies in the city. parking has
become increasingly cumbersome. But recently Columbia
made a deal that could make students and area residents a little
happier.
Columbia leased the vacant lot
located at 1401 S. Wabash Ave. next io Columbia 's Theater/Film
Annex building, 1415 S. Wabash
Ave. -to CL Parking Inc., formerly CLN SUVs and Limos,
Inc., until January 2006.
" I would love for it to be open
because our staff and faculty need
places to park. as well as our audiences for our performances," said
Shannon Epplett, operations coordinator for the Dance Department
of Columbia. " Parking is dried up
around here, so we really need it."
It is a good deal for the school,
also, according to Berg.
"This is great for the school
because when the lot was vacant
we were paying the property
taxes," said Alicia Berg, vice president of campus environment.
"Now [CLN] will be paying the
propeny taxes and [Columbia]
rent. Plus it is improving the look
of our propeny."
Chicago city records confirm
that CLN holds parking licenses
for lots located at 63 E. 14th St.
and 1400 S. Michigan Ave. This
deal will be CLN's third lot in the
South Loop area.
" We love this area," said
Debbie Young, president and proprietor of CLN. "It's so up and
coming. It's the next Lincoln
Park, but very city."
Young said that fares arc expected to be $10 for a full day if in by 8
a.m., $12 after 8 a.m., and a $2 discount for Columbia faculty and students. The lot may be open to
reductions for others in the future.
" We will sec how business generates and then we will revisit the idea
of lowering prices," Young said. " If
we lower it too much, we don't
make enough to pay our costs."
CLN will pay rent to Columbia
for the lot, as we ll as properly and
parking taxes. According to
Young, parking tax amounts to
$1.7 5 per car.
In the two lots CLN currently
leases, Young said CLN is able to
park 90 to 140 vehicles during the
day. With this new lot, C LN
expects to get 75 to 150 cars a day.
Yo ung added that she did not
include evenings and weekends in
those numbers because that
amount depends on the events
going o n in the area.
See P a rking , Page 7

borhood closed .
"We wanted to make a famil y
movie." Tillman said. "We never
quite did that before ."
Doreen Banoni. dean of the
School of Media Ans, spoke at the
reception following the screening
of Roll Bounce and remembers
Tillman from when she was his
teacher at Columbia.
"I knew early on that he had
what it took. He was very driven

The federal Substance Abuse
and Services Adminis trat ion
awarded Columbia a three-year.
$7 1.540 grant on Sept. 20 to further develop services for students
suffering from mental and behavioral health problems.
Columbia is one of 22 higher
education institutions awarded
the grant. Other recipients were
Northeastern Illinois Univers ity.
Univers ity of California Berkeley
and John Hopkins Unive rsity.
The Cam pus Suicide Prevention
Grants arc authorized by the
Grant Lee Smith Memorial Act.
which was signed by President
Bush last October to support s uicide pre,·cntio n programs.
Anara Guard. associate director of the Suicide Prevent ion
Resource Center. said it is crucial
to support suicide prevention on
co llege campuses because suicide
rates and suicidal behavior of college-age people arc unacceptably
high. According to the Subs tance
Abuse
and
Services
Administration. 712.000 youths
attempted suicide last year while
suffering from depression.
"We will be expanding our
training of faculty. s taff and students, and even students· families. about issues o f depress ion

See F ilm , Page 7

See Su icide , Page 6

Columbia President Warrick L. Carter and Columbia alum George Tillman Jr. visit at the reception
following the p remiere of Tillman's new film , Roll Bounce, on Sept. 22.

'Roll' out the red c arp et
By Hayley Graham
Campus News Editor
Alumni Bob Teitel and George
Tillman Jr. were back at Columbia
Sept. 22 premiering their newest
comedic venture, Roll Bounce.
The Columbia duo made their
mark with the films Men of Honor
and Barbershop, which was also
shot in Chicago. Teitel and
Tillman's State Street Productions
produced Roll Bounce.
Roll Bounce, the pair's fifth feature film together, is a 1970s

flas hback into roller s kating rivalry starring rapper Bow Wow as
the leader of a roller group on the
South Side.
Roll Bounce was released on
Sept. 23 and ten percent of the
opening weekend earnings were
donated to Operation USA for
Hurricane Katrina relief efforts.
Bow Wow's character, X, and
his friends fight to win back their
pride after they arc forced to
skate at a roll er rink on the Nonh
Side after the one in their neigh-

Colutnbia retaining tnore students
Students choose to
stay at Columbia in
record numbers
By Jessica Pearce
Assistant Campus News Editor
Columbia is admitting and
keeping more students than ever,
preliminary stati stics report.
According to Columbia's Office
of Institutional Research, almost
500 more fres hmen entered this
fa ll than in 2004, and 6 5 percent
of full-time freshmen from 2004
stayed at Columbia.
Preliminary fall-to-fall retention
rates, which measures how many
students remain at Columbia from
one year to the next, show that in
addition to the 65 percent of fu lltime freshmen who stayed a second year, 75 percent of fu ll-time
transfer students remained. The
national average, as reponed by
ACT, is 62 percent. According to
its website, ACT is a " not-forprofit organization that provides
assessment, research, in fo nnation
and program management services in the broad areas of education
and workforce deve lopme nt."
Over the past I 0 years, retention

for freshmen has increased by 15 gives them a chance to explore ...
Mark Kelly. vice president o f
percent, and transfer retention has
Student AfTairs. agrees with Hayek.
improved by I 0 percent.
Accord ing to Elizabeth Silk. saying the open enrollment is one
executive director of Institutional thing that's not going to change.
Research, the rising statistics arc a
"The divers ity o f the student
result o f specific programs created body is what makes Columbia a
by Co lumbia.
s pecial place to be." Kelly said.
" We've instituted programs like
Kelly said tht•rc arc plans in
freshman orientation, which wasn't place to improve campus life C\ en
there fi ve years ago," Silk said. She more . including enhancing the
also said changes to campus hous- guidance and advisi ng programs.
ing have helped keep students.
"More students arc living
on campus, so it's more of a
~ T...,..,_
community," S ilk said.
~ -.t.yed.
Nad ia Haye k, a 2005
~ Freshm""'
graduate who also plans on
that stayed.
attending graduate schoo l at
Columbi a, trans ferred after
tryi ng two o ther schoo ls.
l layck sai d she stayed here
. 70 "\C
because o f the school 's envi•
1
.
65 66 6S. I . 70 69
ronment.
r
L L
I " I like that it 's a liberal
.&.
:~
~
I
:- s::
co llege, in the ci ty," she
said. She als o liked the
L
L
school 's open en rollment
policy, saying that it gives
students w ho might not have
done we ll in high s chool an
o ppo rtun ity as well. "It

and the possibility of building a
s tudent center. Even though Kelly
said he ·s thrilled to have exceeded
the national rete nt ion average. the
work is not done yet. ext on the
list is to improve the s ix-year
graduatio n nHcs. The national

; ,·cragc for six-year graduat ion
rates at pri\'all·. open-admission
b~tt:h do r ·s dc1!n:c-u ran tin~ institut ions such a; Col~unbia ~..; about
JX percent.
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Sold Out
By Jeff Danna; ·Editor m ilief

Campus News
hicago's history is fi lled
with infl uential figures
from the great city planner
Daniel Burnham to real estate
promoter extraordinaire Potter
Palmer. But over the years, the
name of one historical Chicagoan
has been recognized by the general public more than any other:
Marshall Field.
And why shouldn 't people
know Marshall Field? After all ,
his name is attached to one of the
most famous museums in the
country, and thousands of people
can be seen each day walking
down State Street, swinging
green shopping bags emblazoned
with his John Hancock.
Along with Palmer and Levi
Leiter, Field helped establish the
department store as the most
fashionable shopping institution
in the city, and turned that store
into a multimillion-dollar retail
giant known as Marshall Field &
Co.
However, the Marshall Field
name is now being removed from
the downtown department store
that helped make not just him,
but Chicago itself, famous.
Rumors started circulating
about the future of the brand
name when Dayton Hudson
Corp. bought Field's in 1990, and
speculation intensified last year
when Federated Department
Stores, the parent company of
Macy 's, bought out then-owner
May Department Stores.
Last week, to the chagrin of
many Chi cago res idents,
Federated announced it would
change the name of all its
Marshall Field's stores, including
the flagship store on State Street,
to Macy's. It was a blow to
Chicago's integrity on par with
renaming the Sears Tower or
Wrigley Field. The Field 's name
predates the Great Chicago Fire
and has become synonymous
with the tough, yet glamorous,
image of the city.

C

The name change could indicate Chicago's further dec line
toward becoming a second-rate
American city- a New York Jr.,
if you will. Think about it:
Donald Trump, New York's real
estate mogul, is making a mark
on the Windy City with a monstrous steel and glass tower filled
with overpriced condominiums;
Chicago 's campaign to revive its
theater scene is known as
Broadway in Chicago; and now,
Chicago's premier department
store is adopting the name of a
Big Apple shopping institution.
The real killer is that the
announcement of the Field 's
name change came just days after
the kickoff of Fashion Focus
Chicago, a city-sponsored, weeklong festival showcasing Chicago
as a fashion hub, and Marshall
Field's played a key role in the
fest, hosting many of the events
as part of their own annual fashion week. The grim announcement from Federated Department
Stores stole our glory, reducing
Chicago to the rank of a follower,
rather than the leader Field's and
the city sought to mold us into.
Residents already aren't
responding well. Of more than
20,000 people who voted in a
Chicago Tribune online poll, 90
percent ind icated that the name
change "would make a difference" to them; almost 97 percent
said it would make them " less
likely to shop there."
Sure, Marshall Fie ld 's in 2005
is a shadow of what Marshall
Field 's was in 1907 when the
State Street store first opened.
Target Corp.'s makeover of
Field's as an uber-hip, youth-oriented shopping mecca in the ve in
of the standard Target store was a
noble but misguided attempt to
revive declining sales. But
Field 's problems weren 't due to
its name. Its problems were internal , such as the declining quality
of customer service. Changing

the nature of Field's would do
good, not changing its name.
Just as big-box retailers have
homogenized suburban America
with their two-cent architecture,
vast parking lots and endless supply of di scount goods, the disappearance of integral parts of
Chicago's history- like the
Marshall Field's brand- has left
Chicago looking like j ust another
urban center clone, unsuccessfully trying to compete with the
nation 's largest city.
Look what happened when
Montgomery Ward, another pioneering Chicago retailer, closed its
doors in 2000. A name that signified customer service and bettering
Chicago (it was Montgomery Ward
himself, after all, who fought to
keep the city's lakefront open to
the public) is now associated with
a rash of condo conversions in the
company's former buildings near
the Chicago River.
But God knows Chicagoans
aren 't afraid of change-this city
was built on change. Without a
fearless, forward-thinking mentality, Chicago never would have
altered its image from a dingy
industrial city to a bustling,
world-class metropolis. But in
Chicago, we encourage changes
fo r the greater good of our town,
and frankly, when an out-of-state
department store corporation
decides to st rip the city of one of
its most beloved namesakes,
well, we get pi ssed off. Yes,
some Chicagoans wi ll protest the
name change; yes, some will
boycott the renamed store. They
are simply preparing for a mi ghty
blow to the culture they have
come to know and love.
The day the Marshall Field's
signs come down from the windows of the historic State Street
store wi ll be a dark day in
Chicago, indeed.

Commentary
Oity Beat

Announcements
Study Abroad Fair
The Advising Center w ill offer a Study Abroad Fair
in the Hokin Annex, 623 S. Wabash Ave., Wednesday,
Oct. 5, from II a.m. to I p.m. The fair is offered in
conjunction with the academic departments and study
abroad associations. For more information call 312344-7645.

Myers

B~

Type Indicator

Students interested in learning more about their personality and how it fits with the rest of their lives can
attend a Myers-Briggs workshop from noon to 2 p.m.
Tuesday, Oct. 4 and Thursday, Oct. 6 in the Advising
Center, 623 S. Wabash Ave., room 311. Students must
attend both sessions in order to participate. The MyersBriggs is a personality inventory that will help you better understand yourself and others. Space is limited, so
interested students must R .S. V.P. For more informa tion

or to RSVP e-mail Keri Walters at kwa/ters@colum.edu.

DanceMasters
Learn dance first-hand from members of the Bebe
Miller Company, Oct. 4, from 6 p.m. to 8 p .m. at the
Museum of Contempory Art, 220 E. Chicago Ave.
Dancers at an intermediate level and above are
encouraged to participate. Classes are $15 each, and
tickets can be purchased at the Dance Center box
office. For more information call 312-344-8300.

- j danna@colum.edu

C Spaces Hmnan ·Exhibit

What do you think of
parking at Columbia?

C-Spaces TICTOC series is now accepting applicants for a free, two week performance residency with
Greg Allen, founder of the Nco-Futurists and their
show, "Too Much Light Makes the Baby Go Blind."
Up to 15 students will be accepted. The residency will
culminate in a performance at the Glass Curtain
Gallery, 1104 S. Wabash, on Oct. 28 at 7 pm. For
more information. or to apply online, go to
http://www.cspaces.colum.edu/opporrunities.

Taiwan .Hhn Festival
"It costs too much to park down here. I
take the bus. "
- Andre Collin s, freshman,
music business ma nagement

The Center for Asian Arts and Media and the
Film/Video Department at Columbia, in conjunction
with T he Taipei Economic and Cultural Office in
Chicago present Banaba Paradise: Taiwan Film
Festival. The festival features films that reflect the
unique social structures, cultural fabric and everyday
people during the post-war era. The free event is presented at the Film Row Cinema, 1104 S. Wabash Ave.,
and is running through Oct. 2. For information and
showtimes call (312) 344-78 70.

"Parking isfucked up. It's hard to
find parking and it's
expenl·ive. "
-Sebastian Brzek,
junior, graphic d esign

:THE

COLUMBIA CHRONICLE
"I don 'I have a car. /think the new garage
is a good idea, though. There are a lot of
p eople from the suburbs who drive so they
don't have to pay for the Metra."
--Jessica Correa, junior,
photography

"Parking such, but we're in the city. I
don 'I think you can expect to have a lot
ofparking. "
- Kellie Cartwright, senior,
music business

If you have an upcoming event or
announcement, call :The Chronicle's news
desk at (312) 344-8964 or e-mail
chronicle@colum.edu.
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Exhibit proves
tnetnory not
picture perfect
Traveling exhibit

highlights plight of
victims of mistaken
identity.
By Jamie David

Staff Writer

significant aspects o f wrongful
convictions: the scene of mis identification, the scene of arrest, the
scene of the crime or the scene of
the alibi, according to the website
of the P.S. I Contemporary Art
Center, one of the oldest contemporary arts organizations in the

Larry Mayes served more than u.s.
The Innocents originally started
18 years of an 80 year sentence for
crimes -including rape and rob- at P.S. I , an affiliate of the Museum
l'ery- that he didn't commit. He is of Modem Art in New York. The
an example of how poor visual exhibit has been on show for three
memory can lead to mistaken iden- years, travelling around the U.S.
and in Europe, Columbia is just
tity.
one stop on the
Through Oct. 2,
The
Innocents,
"There is no perfect exhibit 's international tour.
Taryn Simon's phovisual memory."
"You look at
tography exhibition
depicting wrongful- - Karen Irvine, Museum these photos and
you can really
of Contemporary
ly convicted men
Photography curator
see what they
and women like
missed and how
Mayes, is on display
difficult it was
at the Museum of
Contemporary Photography, 600 S. for them to come back into society
today," said Meghan McBride, a
Michigan Ave.
"It's incredibly scary if you think journalism major at Columbia.
The photographs depict the peoabout it," said April Hanson, a fiction writing major at Columbia ple behind the convictions.
" There are few that stand out
who viewed the exhibit. "All these
people missed big chunks of their visually, but then what happens
lives just because of mistaken iden- when you get familiar w ith the
project, there are certain stories
tity."
The project originated at The that have so much impact that you
New York Times Magazine and can't forget them, that are so tragdeveloped into an art exhibition. ic," said Karen Irvine, one of the
S imon's photographs highlighted curators organizing The Innocents

Michael JareckVThe Chron<cle

Erin Bauer, a senior photography major, examines a photo in "The Innocents ." The subject of the
photo, Larry Mayes, was found in Gary, Ind. hiding under a mattress at The Royal Inn. Mayes was
wrongfully convicted a nd served more than 18 years of an 80-year-sentence for rape, robbery and
deviant conduct.
project
at
the
Museum
oft::ontemporary Photography.
"The aesthetic value of these
pictures is pretty amazing," said
Hanson, looking at a particular
piece. " Like this, it's the father and
a son and he missed eight years o f
his son 's life. So here, his son is an
adult in this picture," Hanson said .
In some cases, witnesses had
evidence that the suspects were
innocent but were still convicted,
like Frederick Oaye, whose photograph was in the exhibit.
"Frederick Daye had 13 witness-

tation. These men are from all over
the United States, men who were
all released from prison," Jahner
said.
Irvine adds that there is always a
risk involved with using photographs as evidence. "There is no
perfect visual memory," Irvine
said.
"As photography plays this complicated and direct and consisted
role in our li ves, we need to know
how to read photographs and what
they might be meaning," Jahner
said .

Jazz unites Columbia
with Russian musicians

Work of
global
grads on
display at
Columbia

By Hayley Graham
Campus News Editor

By Jim Jaworski
Staff Writer

Columbia's diversity, both artistic
and cultural, is on display at the
Glass Curtain Gallery's newest
exhibit.
"Visual
Constructions,"
Columbia's first major art exhibit
dedicated solely to international
alumni, opened Sept. I and runs
until Oct. 15. The exhibit features
photography by 2004 graduates
Anni Holm of Denmark and Camila
Olarte of Colombia, and a lso
Masaru Nakamoto of Japan, who
attended the college from 1990
to1992.
"We really want to embrace the
diversity ofColumbia," said Symon
Ogeto, coordinator of the Office of
International Student Affairs.
A portfolio of the exhibit is being
handed out to international sn.dents,
and Ogeto said he hopes it will
attract new artists and encourage
continuing students to come back.
There are 45 countries represented at Columbia, with international
students making up 3 percent of the
total student population. He said he
hopes that the exhibit will not only
attract international students, but all
students in an effort to create a more
unified community.

es say that he was in that bar on the
night of the crime[the crime he was
wrongfully sentenced for]. He really was there, but the jury did not
believe the witnesses and accused
him of being somewhere else committing a crime. T hat's the phenomenal tragedy," Jahner said.
Simon looked at how photography's role played a part in the criminal justice system.
"A witness or victim will often
be shown photographs o f people
rather than actual suspects to identifY someone. It 's actual documen-

Michael JareckVThe Chromcle

Vis ual Construction s is an exh ibit tha t weaves togeth e r the work
of 1nternat1o na l Colu mbia grads Ca mil a O la rte, Ma sa ru
Nakamoto a nd Ann1 Ho lm .
"It shows you don't have to go
overseas to learn about Egypt," said
Ogeto. "We have it right here."
In the exhibit, the artists construct
a piece by combining multiple digital photographs. Holm's display is
a large picture of current and former
international Co lumbia students
created us ing only their fingerprints. Olarte's pieces are created
by showing three interrelated photographs side-by-s ide. Nakamoto
has multiple displays, including a
large panoramic piece composed of
dozens of s ingle photographs taken
two weeks before the show opened.
Greg Weiss, exhibitions coordinator of the G lass Curtain Gallery,
said that there has been a very posirive reaction to the exhibit.

"Everyone who comes in here
has a favorite and it's always different," Weiss said . He added that
while the Glass Curtain Gallery has
focused mostly on painting and
sculpture in the last few years, he is
excited about how well Visual
Constructions has been received.
"People can walk away with something they can connect with."
Students take more than appreciation with them after viewing the
show.
"[Nakamoto's] work is pretty
inspiring," said photography major,
Sarah McKemie, referring to a photograph of multiple paper crabs on a
downtown street. "It makes me feel
like I'm not being playful enough
with my own work."

This spring, students and faculty
of Columbia's Music Department
will communicate with Russian
musicians through the international
language of jazz.
Columbia was awarded a
$25,000 to $30,000 grant three
weeks ago from the Open World
Russian Leadership Program,
which brings emerging Russian
leaders to the United States to
experience American culture. Only
about three of these grants are
awarded each year.
"This is a once in a li fetime
opportunity and for our students,
faculty and everyone on campus,"
said Scott Hall , director o f jazz
studies. "Most people at Columbia
have not had an experience like
this."
Eight professional jazz musicians
from Russia, aged 2 1 to 45, will be
coming to Columbia in late May or
early June for up to two weeks.
"This is an international opportunity to interact with someone from
another country, and more s pecifically, they will share with us some
ideas about how they've learned to
play and we will do the same with
them," said Richard Dunscomb.
chair of the Music Department.
The Russian musicians will participate in everyday activities
including private lessons and jam
sessions with Columbia students.
They will also be touring Chicago
and performing with members of
the Chicago Jazz Ensemble. This
exchange program is a chance for

Russians to learn more about
America and informally interact
with Americans.
" In order for students and faculty
to become artists or media professionals, we know very well that we
need to be world citizens, and that
is one of the goa ls of this office and
that is one of the goals o f a program
like this," said Chris Greiner, assistant to the director of the Academic

Initiatives

and

Internationa l

Programs Department.
Both students and faculty of
Columbia's Music Department and
the Russian mus icians will experience a new culture through the
common love of music, and sec
jazz through a new perspective.
Jazz is recognized as one of the
only original American art forms;
therefore, the Russian musicia ns
and Columbia students and faculty
will know many of the same compositions. Dunscomb said it's possible that they wi ll not even need to
speak to each other.
..I have traveled to probably 40
different countries around the
world and have found that one
common thing is jazz. It is an internationa l language ," Dunscomb
said. " It 's the music that docs the
talking."
Currently, Columbia 's Music
Department o ffers international
programs throughout Puerto Rico
and Italy.
"My goal is to keep growing the
opportunities for Columbia mus ic
students to increase their knowledge and experience and prepare
them to be better musicians,"
Dunscomb said.
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Program Guide for Student Lounges and the University (enter on Chonnel32

Hot Spots
Afaced-paced, entertainment program that
visits different venues around Chicago.
MWFSu: 10:30a

~

i

~

~

!;;;;:

Late Night Lounge

<:6
......

Just like every other late night talk show...
only bener.

8

::::1

Speak Up
Avariety show that encourages local college students
from Columbia College, Roosevelt and DePaul Universitites
to speak up on ideas and facts that maner to college
students.
Daily otl2:30p

MWFS: 7p

~

s

c..

s

Fine Print
Apolitical talk show hosted by Columbia
students that approaches todoy's top,ics from
·a bipartisan point of view.
MWFSu: 11 :30p

National Lampoon

~ Four solid hours of extreme comedy and humor

'-' for the next generation.
MWFSu: 8:00p - 12:00a

TRSa: 8:30p

Interested in volunteering for Frequency TV? Contact:

Frequency TV
Columbia College Television Dept.
312.344.8509
frequency@cplum.edu

- '"1

The Neo-Futurists present
the longest-running show in Chicago theater history:

Too Much Light Makes The Baby Go Blind
(30 Plays in 60 Minutes)

~

•
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•
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•
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•
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Fndays & Saturdays at 11 : 30pm (doors open at llpm )
Sundays at 7pm (doors open at 6:30pm )
This ever-changing show has perform ed to sold-out houses
for over 16 yea rs. Admission is fi rst-come, first-served
(no advance reservations) ... so come early!
Headslapplngly- affordable :
$7 piLlS the roll of a die, or $8- 13, depending on your luck!

Bring In thi s ad for
$2 OFF any Sunday show!
A LSO PLAYING (thru Oct 15): Daredevils,
Th ' N o -Futu rlsts' nrst- v r live stunt show!
Thur s through Sat at 8 : 00p.m. (only $1 5, $10 for stud nts)

5153 N. As hland
773-275- 5255
www.neofuturlsts.org
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Campus News
Department currently has one will create a performance piece
intern working with students in used to help students who have
the counseling center and com- low self-esteem and help them to
pleted its second workshop at find alternative methods of coping
Columbia last spring.
with depression.
Once complete, the performDance movement therapy is the
psychotherapeutic use of move- ance will be viewed by an audiment to foster the integration of ence of the group's choice and
the body and mind using non-ver- they will have an opportunity to
bal communication in addition to discuss what they had learned
using words. The use of move- about themselves throughout the
ment expands in range from basic performance process.
" We have a lot of students who
body awareness to identifYing a
felt sense in your body to func- are expressive and creative and
tional movement to expressive this becomes a wonderful pathmovement, which could result in a way for them to learn more about
dance, according to Susan Imus, themselves through what they crechair of the Dance Movement ate," lmus said.
Daniel Reidenberg, executive
Therapy Department.
"It's really being able to use the director of Suicide Voices of
body as a resource for information Education, a nonprofit organizaand take care of their body and tion dedicated to preventing suilearn about what their needs," cide through public awareness
and education, said that leaving
Imus said.
The workshops were developed the security of home can be traumatic for a young
from a grant
received by the "It's not that Columbia person, and he or
she may not be
Dance Movement
has a11 astronomical
ready, which is
Therapy
number of depressed
Department
in students-we just wa11t why it is so
important for colmemory
of
to make a proactive
leges to be preShannon Hardy,
approach at treati11g
pared to provide
who at the age of
people
with
suicidal
resources for stu25 , committed
ideations. "
dents who are
suicide after suffee ling
overfering from bipo- Taunya Woods,
lar
disorder.
whelmed in a
director of counseling new
environTwelve to I 5 peoservices at Columbia
m ent.
ple can join each
two-hour work"Columbia is
just very typical in terms of colshop.
One of the dance movement lege students and students of this
therapy groups that will run age who are deal ing with the
through the counseling center is stresses of college life," Knight
Performance as Therapy, which said.
According to Reidenberg, the
will be a two-semester group that

Suicide:
Columbia
develops plan to
creatively
prevent suicide
Continued from Front Page
and suicide prevention, how to recognize the signs that someone is
depressed and how to help them,"
said Ashley Knight, assistant dean
of students at Columbia.
According to Taunya Woods,
director of counseling services at
Columbia, the transition from
home to college life is a time when
mental and behavioral disorders
can surface, and Columbia's goal is
to prevent this and provide students
with the resources they need to
make this adjustment easier.
"It's not that Columbia has an
astronomical number of depressed
students-we just want to take a
proactive approach at treating
people with suicidal ideations,"
Woods said.
Although the grant does not
include funds for more counseling
staff, Columbia's Counse ling
Services Department is teaming
up with the Dance Movement
Therapy Department to provide
30 faculty workshops and 54 student workshops each year.
Columbia is focusing on its creative target audience and educating students through processes
used in art and dance therapy,
according to Knight.
The Dance Movement Therapy

Suicide statistics reported by the
Centers for Disease Control •••
- Suicide is the third-leading cause of
death among young people ages 15 to
24.
- Of the total number of suicides among
ages 15 to 2 4 in 200 1, 86% were male
and 14% were female.
- Women report attempting suicide during
their lifetime about three times as often as
men.
- Males are four times more likely to die
from suicide than females. ·
two keys to suictde preventton are
awareness and screening. College
students and faculty need to be
better educated on the symptoms
of depression and the warning
signs of suicide. He also believes
that higher education institutions
should offer mental health screenings in order to identify students
who need help early on, to prevent
them from becoming depressed
by the stress of starting a new life.
"The problem is that if you do
not screen there is no way to intervene, and if you don 't ask the
question then no one is going to
know," Reidenberg said.
Northeastern Illinois University,
the only other institution in Illinois
to receive a Campus Suicide

Prevention Grant, is planning to
increase awareness of depression,
substance abuse, suicide and other
mental health problems among faculty, students, staff and students'
families. There will be a series of
workshops and presentations in
order to achieve this.
John Hoeppel, director of counseling services at Northeastern
Illinois University, said one main
goal is to educate instructors to recognize students who are depressed
or who have had behavioral
changes so they can get help earlier.
"We had been wanting to do
more outreach and we had our
hands full ," Hoeppel said. "The
grant was a way of supporting
what we wanted to be able to do."
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in collaboration with
Columbia College Chicago. DePaul University.
and Roosevelt University. and w ith additional
support from AAUW-IIIinois. CAWHC. & IWPA.
invites you to meet

Professor Linda Ben-Zvi, author of the new biography

Spa pleasure in the heart of urban life

Susan G/aspe/1: Her Life & Times
from 7 to 9 PM on Wednesday 9j 2Bj 05
at Chicago Loop's new University Center

I STUDENT SPECIAL

(corner of State Street & Congress Boulevard(
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Chair, Theatre Studies Dept
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Sculpture Garden beautification

More parking space is available for Columbia students and faculty at this newly leased lot at 1401 S . Wabash Ave.
city to license CLN so the parking
lot can open as soon as possible.
Slater, however, would not comment when contacted. Joanne
Harding, with the Office of
Facilities and Operations for
Continued from Front Page Columbia College, was checking on
the details, but was not able to comCLN was preparing to open this ment at the time of contact.
Jennifer Butler, box office manweek but have encountered a few
ager for the Dance
setbacks due to
licensing and inspec"Parking is dried Center, said, " ! think
tions by the city and up around here, so that [it) would be
discrepancies
in
we really need it. " nice for there to be
more parking availrecords held by
able for faculty, staff
Columbia compared
-Shannon
and students during
with those held by
Epplett, operations the day."
the city.
coordinator for
"It is hard to find
Young
already
introduced the city Columbia's Dance parking around here,
Department
whether it is on the
still had records liststreet or in a lot,"
ing the property
belonging to FedEx, the company said Julian Rencher, a senior thefrom which Columbia acquired the ater major at Columbia. "On the
street you might not have enough
property.
Young added that Susan Slater, quarters, and a lot might be full or
assistant general counsel for expensive. Whether you park at a
Columbia, was currently working Columbia parking lot or an indewith City Hall to clear those pendently-owned lot, you are still
records, and was pushing for the out at least S I0."

Parking:

New lot offers
more parking

Eric DavisiThe Chronicle

Tony St. Aubin, field supervisor and certified arborist of JFNew e nvironme ntal Engineer
Services, relocated a few of the 663 plants from the Chicago Botanic Garden to
Columbia's 11th Street Sculpture Garden located at the no rtheast corner of 11th Street
and Wabash Avenue. The project is a part of the Openlands and Clean Air Cou nts
initiative , which promotes emission reduction strategies.

Film:
Columbia grads
stay true to their
Chicago roots
Continued from Front Page
and absorbed everything we had to
offer," said.
Bartoni said it brings her joy to
see two Columbia alumni become
successfu l, and she's impressed
that they have taken every opportunity that has come their way.
Bruce Sheridan, chair of the Film
and Video Department, also spoke
at the reception and described
Teitel and Tillman as catalysts for
change and growth in Chicago's
film community.
Teitel and Tillman have stayed
true to their Chicago roots by sending a message that Chicago is an

important link in the Hollywood
film industry, according to
Columbia's president, Warrick L.
Carter.
They describe Chicago as a second character in their films, and
without it, the movies just wouldn't
work. Roll Bounce features a core
group of young actors alongside
talent from Chicago.
" It's people like Bob and George
who are telling studios back in
Hollywood that Chicago is a great
place to film," said Carter, at the
reception.
They have also met with Gov.
Rod Blagojevich, a supporter of
bringing fi lm production to lllinois,
to discuss their aspirations and
hopes for the continued development of Chicago's film industry.
Their next fi lm endeavor will begin
when they return to Chicago in
February.
"We feel like Chicago is the place
we want to be," said Tillman.

Courtesy 20th Century Fox

Ra ppe r Bow Wow leads his fri e nds during practice for a rolle r
skating competition in the ne w film Roll Bounce.
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Join the Columbia College Student Leaders in our Hurricane Relief Effort.
We will be selling Mardi Gras beads for $1.00 each on
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All proceeds will be donated to various Hurricane Katrina Relief charities.
Help us reach our goal of $10,000. The more you donate the more
people you can help and the more beads you can wear!
PieR up your beads in the lobbies of:
623 S. Wabash
624 S. Michigan
600 S. Michigan
and 1104 S. Wabash in the
conference room
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Top U.S. universities lose clout in business world
By Frank Greve
(KRT)
You can count on one hand the
number of Harvard University
alumni who've won the coveted
MacArthur Foundation "genius"
grants in the past five years. Ditto
for Yalies. And there 've been 119
winners.
It 's just one recent hint that
attending an elite college may
mean less than anxious applicants
think it does. Another is a Harvard
Business School analysis due out
next month that finds the number
of alumni from prestigious undergraduate schools declining among
top business leaders.
Corporate headhunters and
MacArthur judges, who conferred
grants to about 20 creative leaders
in the arts, sciences and public policy on Sept. 20, are pretty democratic when it comes to educational backgrounds.
"We don't say, 'This one went to
Harvard, great; that one didn't, too
bad,"' said Daniel Socolow, the
director of the fe llows program at
the John D. and Catherine T.
MacArthur
Foundation
in
Chicago. "At least at this program,
it's what a person's doing and
thinking and getting to, not their
academic pedigree."
He's not kidding. A Knight
Ridder tally of biographies of
MacArthur Fellows named from
2000 to 2004 found that they
attended 82 di fferent colleges and
universities. To Socolow, this was
a pleasant surprise.
"We're actually doing what we
say we•re doing," he said.

Since 2000, eight winners of
MacArthur's no-strings $500,000

grants paid out quarterly over five
years, never graduated from college. Five of them never attended
one. But here 's the real balm for
stressed-out college applicants:
More than 30 MacArthur winners
graduated from schools that aren't
on the latest U.S. News & World
Report ranking of the 100 top U.S.
colleges and universities.
The fellowships recognize what
the foundation calls "exceptional
merit and promise for continued
and enhanced creative work" in
many fields. A secret network of
100 nominators, whose membership rotates frequently to minimize
string-pulling, scours the country
for candidates, who can't nominate
themselves. A smaller secret panel
winnows the nominations to about
30 fin alists. The foundation's board

makes the fin al selection.
Among past winners are evolutionary biologist Stephen Jay
Gould,
novelists
Corrnac
McCarthy and Edward P. Jones,
poet Derek Walcott and Children's
Defense Fund founder Marian
Wright Edelman, none of them
undergraduate Ivy Leaguers.
A Harvard Business School
study of the 20th century's top
1,000 business leaders, due out in
October, finds similar academic
diversity. The executives, handpicked for innovation, management skills and bottom-line performance, turn out to have attended
more than 200 different colleges.
Among them are scores of uncelebrated ones, such as Abilene
(Texas) Christian University and
Muskingum College in New

KRT

Vanessa Mendez, a Harvard University freshman, grapples with
a calculus problem. A study by the Harvard Business School due
out in October finds that the number of alumni from prestigious
schools is dropping among top businesses.
Concord, O hio. Moreover, while
Ivy League graduates dominated
U.S. businesses in the first half of

the century, the study reports that
thei r numbers fell sharply after
1950.

Princeton students give grading policy 'F'
Institution wants to
bring 'A' grades down
to 35 percent
By Geoff Mulvihill
(KRT)

Princeton University bigwigs
are lauding the fact that fewer of
thei r students got A's last year.
To them, the falling grades
don't mean that the students are
less capable or lazier, but that a
year-old policy designed to hold
grade inflation in check is working.
In the 2003-2004 school year,
46 percent of grades given to

undergraduates were A-plus, A or
A-minus. Princeton wants to bring
that down to 35 percent. It got
about halfway there last year,
when 4 1 percent of grades were in
the A range.
Princeton's efforts are part of
the most ambitious among elite
schools trying to rein in the awarding of uniformly high grades,
which some academics sec as
cheapening gradc-pomt averages.
Student leaders fought the policy, worrying that lower grades
would keep them out of top graduate schools, and that the policy
would increase competition for
the s maller number of top grades
available.
Nancy Malkiel, dean of the

schoo l's History Department, said
she did not see any of those problems or any other side-effects with
the new policy.
Malkiel said the cu lture of routinely giving high grades seems to
be changing at the Ivy l eague university consistent ly ranked among
the nation's best. There will be no
changes to the grading policy th is
year as each department continues
to work to meet the quota.
"If each division achieves as
much progress in the commg year
as they did last year, we will have
achieved our goal," Malkiel said.
In humanities classes for exampie, top marks previously went to
about 56 percent of students. last
year, it was 45 percent.

In the natural sciences, where
good grades traditionally were
hardest to come by, top grades
hel d steady at about 36 percent.
Leslie Bernard-Joseph, president of the Undergraduate Student
Government, said that students are
still not happy with the policy.
·'There arc too many students
who have stories that professors
tell them, 'You would be getting
an A-minus, but you're genmg a
B-plus' because of the policy," he
said.
Joseph, a senior politics and
African American studies major
from Bay Shore, N.Y., said the
student government is working on
its own report on the effects of
grade-in flation controls.
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Columbia College Chicago and Roosevelt University

FOR STUDENTS, FACULTY, STAFF AND ALUMNI

Applications are due by Thursday Sept 29
Open play September 26-28th 7-1 Opm
lntramurals start Tues Oct 4th 7-1 Opm

Application can be found at t he fit ness Center or online at
http://www.colum.edu/leadershlp/lntramural_sports.htm

Marvin Moss Fitness Center 425 S. Wabash
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iBook 14" and 12"
from $899

Powerbook G4 12, 15 and 17"
from 1,399

Something for
everyone.
iPod Nano White
from $179

Apple Display
Jrom $699

And discounts
for all.

PowerMacGS
from $1 ,7.9.9~

iPod
from $269

Mac Mini
from $479

...,;
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CURRENT [C]SPACES EXHIBITIONS
HOKIN GALLERY & HOKIN ANNEX 623 s WABASH AVE NUE
HOURS: 9 AM · 7 PM MONDAY · THURSDAY AND 9 AM - 5 PM ON FRIDAY
13th Annual [C)Spaces Honors Exhibition
August 29-0ctober 7, 200 5

Tecnol6gica is a n exhibition of video. installation, video performance,
sound art, digital pri nts, and othe r new media works by Latina artists.
The new media works on t hos exhibition explore ideas of iaentity on a
constantly shifting 21st century society that Is mediated by technology.
Participating Artists:
Amanda Gutierrez. Jessica Hereman, Claudi a Lozano-Aibero, Elvi a
Rodrigu ez-Ochoa, Edra Soto

The 13th An nual [C)Spaces Hono rs Exhib it oon (formerly Hokin Honors),
features students of outstand ing artistic a chievement in all fine a rt
media (installation. paontong. drawi ng. sculpture. prontmaking. collage,
etc. ). photogra phy, fashion, graphic design, film and video. and
television.

· 7 PM ON MONDAY AND THURSDAY

C33 GALLERY 33 E. CONGRESS AVENUE
HOURS: 9 AM • 7 PM MONDAY· THURSDAY AND 9 AM • 5 PM ON FRIDAY

September 1 - October 1.4, 2005

Tecnol6glca
adj. Havrng to do with. or related to technology, Pertenec oente o relative
a Ia tecnotogfa
August 29-September 30, 2005

GLASS CURTAIN GALLERY 1.1.04 S WABASH AVENUE
HOURS: 1.0 AM· 5 PM TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY AND FRIDAY AND 1.0 AM

Visual Constructions: Photocraphy by International Alumni

Anni Holm, Masaru Nakamoto. Camila Olarte
An international exh ibit ion primarily exploring the medium of d igital
photog raphy thro ugh the works of Columbia College Chicago alumni
Ann I Holm (Denmark) , Masaru Nakamot o (Japan). and Carnlla Olarte
(Colombia ). Curated by Greg Weoss.

UPCOMING [C]SPACES EVENTS
BIG MOUTH OPEN MIC SERIES
7 PM. THURSDAY. SE PT EM BER 2 9 , 2005
HOKIN ANNEX , 623 S WABASH
OPEN MIC SIGN-UP: 6 :00-6:30PM
First come. forst served .
PERFORMANCES FROM 6:30·1.0:00PM
SPECIAL GUESTS: THC & BIG WIZ
Hosted by L
Free Admossoo n. Free Fun. Free Your Mond.
At least one person in your group must be a Columbia College Chicago student with
a valod Fall 2005 ID. (Each Columboa College Chocago studentos permitt ed one nonCo lumbia gue st.)

APPLY NOW
FOR A TWO-WEE K TICTOC PERFORMANCE RESID ENCY
WIT H GREG ALLEN OF THE NEO-FUTURISTS
HUMAN EXHIBIT October 18-28, 2005
[CjSpaces· TICTOC seroes os now acceptong applicants for a free. two-week performance resodency with Greg Allen. founder of the internationally-renowned Nee-Futurists.
Se lected Columbia College students will work with Allen to explore what It means to create
non-foctJon performance. Over the course of a two-week resoaency. partocopatong students wolf
be asked to create work usong t heor own actual loves and experoences whole e~pl orong ossues
such as: How does one creauve ly express oneself with as little arufice as pO".>Soble? What are
U1e Iones between truth and fict oon. "actong• and "performong: art and exhobotoonosm? The
wor~ shop will concluae in a public performance, an insta llat oon. a "Human Exho bil," 111 t he
Glass Curta on Gallery on October 28th.
FOR MORE INFORMATION AND TO APPLY ONLINE AT:
http://cspaces.colum.edu/spaces/opportunltles

DEADUNE: OCTOBER 11, 2005
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word album- the fi rst of its kind.
Not since Rage Against the
Machine 's debut has an album
affected me so strongly and so immediately.
I remember the night I bought the
album; it hit me like a ton of bricks. I
listened to it three times in its entirety
before taking a breather to bum copies
for family and friends (Sorry Mike, but
they've bought copies since). My older
brother was unfortunate enough to be
sleeping on the couch that night, so I
woke him up at I a.m. to play him
tracks. Later, when I played the album
for friends, I experienced what author
Nick Hornby calls "music rage" -that
incredulous fee ling that your friends
are too stupid to understand the brilliance of what you're playing for them.
Luckily for them , they've caught on
since. Such passion isn't inspired by
flash in the pan musicians. These are
great albums, and in years to come
they ' ll be recognized as such. Do you
think The Pixies' Surfer Rasa was
immediately hailed as genius?
Our generation has a tendency to
romanticize the past as if there were no
pop charts in the past 40 years.
Innovation has always been overshadowed by mainstream pop, be it
Madonna over the Pixies or Steven
Spielberg o ver Werner Herzog. It's just
something we have to deal w ith. After
all, if everyone apprec iated your
fa vorite indie reco rd, it too would be
pop. And then you ' d hate it.

act, to say the least.
We tend to avoid themed
issues here (except for our
St. Patty's Day issue
because we can't resist an
excuse to focu s on booze),
but sometimes things just
come together, and I 've
decided to run with it. So
here it is : the unofficial
"pioneers" or "independent
thought" issue. Call it what
you will.
It's easy to become jaded
by the current onslaught of
pop culture and assume that
arti stic integrity is dead.
We see much higher quantities of Britney Spears and
Michael Bay-type products,
so we often forget that new,
original voices are always on the horizon. They are indeed still there . You
just need to put the blinders on and
ignore MTV to see them.
For a prime example, check out
Ghostface Killah 's disc, Supreme
Clientele. It was released in the bling
and gangster-soaked hip-hop market of
2000, and yet was filled with abstract
sentence structures, lo-fi beats and urn,
inventive vocabulary. The man sounds
like no one else and revels in the fact.
Mike Skinner of The Streets is
another example. His 2002 debut,
Original Pirate Material, wasn't a
dance album, and it wasn ' t a hip-hop
album. It was, in fact, a pop spoken

Diamonds in
the rough
While collecting s tories for this
week, it seemed to me that we had a
theme issue on our hands -we' ve covered a wide variety of fiercely independent vo ices, from our feature profile on Bob Mould (of Husker Du
fame), whose post-punk antics of the
80s strayed from the mainstream
before being mimicked in the '90s; to
our Q-and-A with Alexander Seropian,
who abando ned the riches of
Microsoft to found an independent
game studio here in Chicago. We also
review concerts by U2 and Beck,
artists that have maintained mass popularity by avoiding the fads of mainstream music- a difficult balancing

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
MONDAY
Author C<Jnclace Bushnell s:gns her
new IJook. L1pSI1ck Jungle
Borders Books. 150 N State St
1230pm.Free
Glasscuts Phd :p Glass Rem:xed
Ch:cago Cultural Center
77 E Randolph St
7 p.m. Free

TUESDAY
Clap Your Hands Say Yeah
Self-t:tled CD release
·Gilmore G~rl s Complete 4th
Season· DVD release

WEDNESDAY
M.l A
Metro. 3730 N Clark St
9 p.m .. 519 50
Street Beat Fash:on Show
Wash:ngton & Mad:son
11 30 a m to 1 30 p m
Free

THURSDAY
girls hi g h school may
have made for some sexually confused times, but
I was a lot happier, and
things were a lot easier.
I'm in no way a manhater. I enjoy men entirely too muc h, to be ho nest.
But as my college career
co mes to a close, something insi de of me is
screaming to put relationships o n the back burner
for a min ute and think
about what's best for me .
Looking back, I reali ze
that I have been in some
form of relations hip for
over four years. Wit h a
few wee ks of being sing le here and
there, I always manage to tic myself
dow n.
Wh ile it may seem o bvious that
many college students are single (i n
reality we probab ly all should be), it is
a bit strange seeing all of your friends
couple off. Be ing the Coupl e Q ueen,
never rea lly had a problem with thi s,
but I've heard it's not so fun.
" I'm so fucking sick of this," my
friend Laura announced o ne ni ght. " If
it 's not o ne do uche bag g uy you g irls
are bringing around, it 's ano ther. I'm
done going o ut with you bitches."
When meeting La ura, you would
never guess that she had a problem
w ith be ing si ngle . Bei ng a sassy,
smart, beautiful girl , o ne would think
she was the one kicking g uys to the
curb and flouri shing in her si ngleness.

Living Single
I recently attended an event that
brought together some of the most
powerful and s uccess ful women in
Chicago. Armed with sharpl y tailored
pantsuits an d incred ibly impressive
resumes, these women came together
to d iscuss femin ism in Chicago and to
improve the lives of women everywhere.
As I looked around, I saw artists,
CEOs and entrepreneurs of all ages,
sexua l pre ferences .and races- a n
entire banquet room fill ed to the brim
with women. As the event came to a
close, I walked o utsi de in a sea of
ladies and faced the bi g, bad city. It
was a surreal mo ment, a mo ment that
made me miss the good o l' days- the
single days.
Something about be ing in an estrogen-fi lled room reminded me of my
estrogen-fill ed teens. Attending an all-

~

Love us or hate us ...

We'd love to hear from you. How to contac t The Word:

It never dawned on me that it was irritating constant ly watching her friends
be all cozy with their significant others. When I announced my newfound
singlehood to Laura, I was expecting
enthusiasm.
"Yeah, we ll, yo u're single by
choice- l 'm not."
Single by choice, huh?
No, maybe I haven't been the best
g irlfriend in the past few years . Maybe
I've cheated, maybe I've lied and
maybe I've just been negl igent. I've
toyed with emotions and dragged men
thro ugh my drama just to leave them
high and dry.
The fac t of the matter is I' ve been a
train wreck. No matter how many high
expectations I place on my relationships, it's absolutely impossible for me
to rema in happy. I' m asking myself:
Isn't that worse than being a lone all
together?
I rea lly wish I knew the answer to
that question. I really wish I could stop
moving backwards. I rea lly wish I
could no t only consider my own feelings, but the feelings of others as we ll.
I decided to ask an ex of mine if he
could see som ething I was missing. I
was blunt: " What the hell is wrong
with me?'' I asked him .
" Nothing," he sa id . " You just aren't
happy. You can't force yourself to be
happy with someone. You just haven't
found the rig ht person yet."
Ah, it sounds so simple. Maybe
some day I' ll see it that way.

(j)

Todd Burbo - tburbo@chronlc le mall.com - (312) 344-8969
Hunter C la uss - hc lauss@chronlcle mall.com - (3 12) 344-8970
Tiffa ny Bre yne - tbreyne@chronlcle mall.com - (312) 344-8971

Ratlngs_Gulde
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DJs put new spin on
Philip Gloss
'Glass Cuts' record release party held in Chicago
By Hunter Clauss/Assistant A&E Editor
On Sept. 26, three DJs will spin
" I would like to have my own
their own interpretations of the string ensemble working for me,
work of acclaimed postmodem but I cannot afford it. Or a drumcomposer Philip Glass. Kate mer, but it's so hard to work with
Simko, 26; Marcos Romero, 33; drummers," Romero said jokingly.
and Woody McBride, 37, will be "They always want to play their
remixing the night away at a solo. Anyone can do basically anyrecord release show for Glass thing with electronic music."
Cuts: Philip Glass Remixed. The
One of the musicians referred
night's performances will be host- by Romero for Glass Cuts was
ed by The Chicago Department of McBride, also known as DJ ESP,
Cultural Affai rs at the Cultural from Minneapolis, Minn., who
Center 's Claudia Cassidy Theater, will al so be playing at Smartbar,
77 E. Randolph St.
3730 N. Clark St., on Oct. 15.
" I always liked his music,"
" I was really honored to be
said Romero of Glass's composi- asked to be apart of [Glass
tions. Glass Cuts was an experi- Cuts]." McBride said. "Philip
ment coordinated by Don Glass infused the organic, along
Chri stensen
of
Orange with his experiments, in elecMountain, an independent record tron ic sequencing in a way that
label based in New York that is no has ever done and no one will
ded icated to arch iving a ll of probably ever do."
Glass's original recordings.
McBride sees projects like
Romero referred some of the Glass Cuts as an opportunity and
music ians and producers whose breakthrough for e lectronic
work is featured on the record.
music in a post-rave era. " It 's
" It is not a remix itself. It is nice to see that electron ic music
like a remake," said Romero of has become a legi timate genre
the pieces on Glass Cuts. just like rock ' n 'roll or country
Romero w anted to share Glass's music," McB ride said. "It will
music with people who had continue to evolve."
never heard of him before.
McBride also said that Glass
"I hope that people w ill like it was a trailblazer for classical
and that we can share [Glass music, drawing in all sorts of peoCuts] with a lot of people," ple, and fostering community
Romero said. He would like to where it might not have been
do more remix projects like before. This cross-pollination
Glass Cuts, possibly with 1989 works on another level as well. "I
Grammy winner John Adams, have noticed that over the past
composer of the opera "Nixon in decade, electronic music producers
China."
who have really worked hard have
Romero thinks that creating become essentially classically
music electronically is economi- trained musicians," said McBride.
This concept also works the
cally advantageous.

other way around. One classically trained musician who is
exploring the possibilities of an
electronic genre is Chicago
native Kate Simko, who will be
performing her Philip Glass
remixes from Glass Cuts as well
as original pieces, which will be
accompanied by C hicago-based
harpist Chane! Pease.
" I was exposed to underground
elect ronic music in my high
school years," Simko said. " I
realized that I didn't have the
same passion for class ically
trained piano as I did for electronic music."
Si mko said that electronic
music is a modern take on classical and jazz music.
" I' ve always liked mus ic without words more than music with
words," Simko said. "Music with
words, to me, is more didactic. It
tells the listener how that person
is feeling or what they should
feel. It sets the mood by the
vocal line rather than the mus ic."
It is not c lear what doors Glass
Cuts will open, but McBride
doesn't think this project will be
the fin al one.
"It seems like [Glass Cuts is J
the first step of on-going investment that Orange Mounta in may
have with c lassical music and
e lectronic music," McBride said.
Th e 'Glass Cuts: Philip Glass
Remixed · record release show
begins at 7 p.m. at the Claudia
Cassidy Theater. 77 E. Randolph
St. Admission is free. For more
information. call (312) 744-663 0.

Glass Cuts features remixes from 13 musicians from around the
world.

Screenplay by Neil G~an
Story by Neil Gaim:an and
Dave McKean

Photo courtesy Marta
Kate Simko is one of the three electronic composures performing Monday, Sept. 26 at the
Claudia Cassidy Theater.
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eace, love and rock 'n' roll. Music
and message. The two were intrinsically woven last Wednesday at the
first of two sold out U2 shows at the
United Center. Bono and gang delivered an
impassioned performance peppered with
songs like "Sometimes You Can't Make it
on Your Own" and more recent successes
like "Elevation."
The decades-old group showed no signs
of slowing down-other than a surprisingly
pudgier Bono sporting a spare tire. Still, the
show proved why Bono, the Edge, Adam
Clayton and Larry Mullen continue to sell
out stadiums around the globe.
One goes to a concert hoping for, at the
very least, a night of fabulous live music. U2
satisfied that, but they didn't stop there.
They created an experience that transcended
just great entertairunent. I've seen my share
of shows, including those of legends like
Bob Dylan, and I often leave inspired. I
have never left a concert wanting so deeply
to be a better member of humanity as I did
last Wednesday.
"City of Blinding Lights" and "Vertigo"
from U2 's latest release, How to Dismantle
an Atomic Bomb, kicked off the show. The
energy was phenomenai- U2 came to work
and they gave it all to the audience. Bono
looked sexy as ever clad in his signature red
shades and black duds, new tire and all. The
ftrst songs were delivered in a sea of red
lights cascading in curtains around the stage
and tracing the catwalk that stretched into
the vast ocean of fans. Confetti showered
down. Bono danced and greeted the roaring
crowd.
They kept up this elation throughout the
nearly two and a half hour show. The music
was polished-as one would expect from
seasoned vets--but captured the raw and
random essence that a live performance provides.
The night's weakest moment was a
mediocre acoustic version of "Walk On,"
the hit single from the group 's 2000 album,
All That You Can~ Leave Behind. A follow
up of " Beautiful Day" combined with a
snippet from the Beatles' "Sergeant
Pepper's Lonely Heart• Club Band" picked
thing.• back up.
" I have liO much fai th in the future," Bono
S31d .
After a powerful rendition of the class ic
h1t "Sunday, IJioody Sunday," Bono spoke
about co-ex1~tence and rel i giou~ tolerance.
"It's a hard 1dea to hold on to," he said.
" llold on to 1t very tightly."
Bono sang an cmotumal rendition of '11re
.Jo.thua Tree's " Hullc1 The Blue Sky" while
bli ndfolded. ·r hr" waq fo llowed with u
poignant UCIJl18trc smppct of the omi no u~
Civil Wa r &~mg "J11hnny Comes Murclung
llome Agmn," whrch emle<J with the line
"•afe home Juhnny" repeated multtple

P

t une~.

Wrthout bcmg preat hy or pnmllng the finger, Ut7111> mmntamed a <haloguc of peucc
and <AHlJCt, tente wrth the t mwd throughout
tbc enttte show lie ~pok e ol growmg up
w1fh termmm rn the rlltrth nf IrelAnd

"I've met these people," Bono said. "One
[of their) mental characteristics is that they
value ideas over people. We value people
before ideas."
The show's climax was a back-to-back
performance of"ln The Name Of Love" and
"Where The Streets Have No Name," to
which the crowd responded wildly and
appreciatively. The blue glow of thousands
of cell phone lights flickered throughout the
United Center as Bono prompted everyone
to pull out the devices. The band with a signature iPod knows its tech-savvy fan base.
As the night
drew to a close,

orget Danger Mouse. The now
famous hip-hop producer may
have made waves when he
blended The Beatles with Jay-Z
for 2004's The Grey Album, but his
work seems elementary when compared
to that of Beck.
Playing before a capacity crowd at the
Riviera Theater last Tuesday, Beck was
a little bit country, and a little bit, well,
everything. It was hard to tell where the
country stopped and the hip-hop began,
and whether or not that was rock, folk,
or blues jammed
in
between.
Simply put, no

F

TuesdI yn.I gh'
~o~da~t'~~::.
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Bono to
encouraged
fans
become
involved in his
One campaign, a
mission to fight

onesearnlessly
fuses gertres
as
as
Beck. And he's
been doing it for
over a decade--

He shared an
he's driving it.
African Zulu word
The diversity
"Ubuntu," which
of his music led
to an equally
means " I am
because we are,"
diverse crowd
of 30- and even
and reminded the
4o somethings
crowd what a
great
country
mixing with the
America is, citing
~ By J ent"fer 0 orse y F"tsc h er/Copy Ed"t1 o r
usual variety of
as evidence in our
college kids:
tendency to help _ _ _ _ _s.;;y•l
•o•d•d-B•u•r•b•o•/A_&_E_E_d_i_
to_r.;.~---- dre a d I o c k e d
one another in the
burnouts, polowake of tragedy.
sporting frat boys and vinyl junkie hip" lt 's not just a country, but an idea," Bono
sters. It was a sort of United Nations of
said. " We are so much more powerful when
music fans, and yet everyone got along
beautifully.
we work together as one." At which point
the band launched into the Achtung Baby hit
When he walked onstage, Beck
"One" and left the stage.
looked as if he hadn't aged in the past
They came back and rocked a little harddecade--his boyish face combined with
er through two three-song encores including
his ridiculous dance moves reveal a
"First Time," from Zooropa, and concluded
youthfulness that hasn't faded at all
with "Bad" from The Unforgellable Fire.
since his 1994 debut. Youthfulness is
The crowd waited for more, but the lights
very different from inexperience,
went on and reality started to seep back into
though, and from the strut it was evident
everyone's consciousness.
that Beck is an old pro when it comes to
performing. He was confident enough

Music fans forced to
choose: Beck or U2?

to avoid his singles for long periods of
time, forcing his audience to appreciate
the more subtle tracks of his newer
albums, Sea Change and Guero. Beck
was equally impressive dancing and
beat-boxing to the more upbeat Odelay
tracks as he was calmly strumming an
acoustic guitar for his more folk-ish
songs.
If there was a weak spot in the performance, it was during the strippeddown performances of Sea Change
songs. The album's production is so
lush and soft that his voice sounded
strangely bare when trying to reproduce
the sound with nothing but an acoustic
guitar. He held the melodies well, but
the moody, atmospheric quality of the
album j ust didn't translate.
They sounded so different, in fact,
that the group of DePaul students
behind me were completely confused by
them.
"This is from Guero, but I just can 't
place it," one said, as Beck played
"Lonesome Tears," which is actually
from Sea Change. Then again, they
could have just been confused in general because the same fan later declared
d~ng the performance of " Loser," that
it was "On Odelay, but I can't remember the name of it." The rest of the
crowd could have sworn that "Loser"
was Beck's breakout single from
Mellow Gold.
Speaking of " Loser," it's amazing
how perfect the song sounded alongside
tracks from Gue~a testament to how
far ahead of the times Beck was when
the Mellow Gold dropped in 1994.
The stage was littered with instruments from across the decades, from
vintage tube amplifiers and Moog synthesizers to modem samplers and twntables. There were also multiple drum kits
and an array of random percussion
instruments, all necessary to reproduce
the eclectic sounds from Beck's catalogue. The clutter was worth it- most
songs sounded perfect.
To match the vintage instruments, the
show was supplemented by a '70s-era
backdrop, complete with psychedelic,
kaleidoscopic images of j ellyfish. Very
Pink Floyd.
Near the end of his set, Beck started
bringing out the big guns, playing hits
like" Girls," the latest hit from Guero.
The audience only seemed to gain energy as the set wore on, eagerly anticipating each new song. The encore was
probably fantastic- unfortunately, I was
dragged outside by the Riviera's brilliant security before I could witness it.
Apparently, a photo-pass doesn' t allow
one to carry a camera in that fine establishment.
Despite that setback, the show was
completely satisfying. There haven' t
been many places I've been forcibly
removed from with a smile still on my
face, but the Riviera has joined that
exclusive list.
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lord of bore
'Lord of War' frustrating for
the wrong reasons
By Hunter Clauss/Assistant A&E Editor
1 thought a satirical movie
about guns would be really cool.
But Lord of War breaks this
belief like a condom on prom
night-coming off as preachy
and repetitive, it only skates on
the surface of many deeper
issues presented. There are various scenes in which the story
could have dived into the subject
matter more, but the movie pulls
itself back and avoids exploring
anything beyond the surface.
In the film, Nicolas Cage, the
acting sensation from such clas5ics as Amos & Andrew and City
of Angels, plays Yuri Orlov, a
gunrunner battling his own
morality as he advances into the
world of arms dealing. Go
morals! Yeah, whatever. With
each opportunity that comes his
way, Yur i discovers he must pay
a price in order to remain successful and ahead of the competition.
His little brother Vitaly, played
by Jared Leto (Panic Room), is
just one tragic figure impacted by
his brother's business decisions.
He developes a cocaine addiction

I

and a habit for picking up sleazy
prostitutes named Candy.
Then there's Yur i's trophy
wife, Ava, played by Bridget
Moynahan (Coyote Ugly), a stayat-home mom who does really
crappy paintings that no one ever
buys. She's purposely out of the
loop when it comes to Yuri 's profession and doesn 't mind for
some reason. It's hard to sympathize with someone when she's a
complete moron.
Then again, there isn't a character in the movie who is sympathetic. Not even the standard
wiener good guy of the movie,
Jack Valentine, played by Ethan
Hawke, is likable. Jack is an
Interpol agent who tries so very
hard to catch the clever Yuri in
the act of smuggling weapons,
but is always outsmarted. Since
when did Interpol do anything
other than make ominous threats
about illegally copying movies?
And who would actuall y be
scared of Hawke's boyish good
looks? It 's humorous when
Hawke tries to be threatening
because he isn't. Ever. He 's like

a venereal disease that won't go
away, and one feels extremely
happy when his character finally
gets screwed at the end.
Lord of War is also laced with
scenes in which Cage's character
is getting busy with a generically
attractive woman. This wouldn't
be so bad if Cage had a beefy body
double to take his place. The idea
of getting nasty with Cage is
almost as seductive as making out
with Sloth from The Goonies after
he's won a pie-eating contest.
What makes this movie even
more annoying is the usurprise"

ending that is meant to shock and
awe the audience members into
enjoying how they wasted $9.25
and 122 minutes of their li ves. I

could actually hear the audience's
feathers being ruffled- so many
stupid people were disillusioned
by the ending that they wouldn't
leave their seats when the credits
started rolling. I would have shuffl ed by them if the fat, meat rolls
they call legs hadn 't clogged up
the aisle. Ugh, meat rolls.
Lord of War could have been a
great film if it were more concerned about telling a story than
it was about making a bland
political statement. Do people
really need to see a Nicolas Cage
movie in order to become angry
with the shady side of global politics? Hollywood would like to
think so, but then again,
Hollywood isn't doing so well.

Lord of War is no exception to
the dull string of movies that
have been coming out recently. If
you want to sucker punch your
brain, go see Lord of Wa~

Lord of War
(R)

Directed by Andrew
Niccol
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' out. Take
new ground in
majority of the 1Qiill<:' ri12•'""' unremarkable SYJitllL-t:IOP.'®!I~~<~"Ytan
early 40s, discovered Christianity and
his career.
In 2005, however, a new generation of musicians is hitting middle
age, yet they are recording music that is as adventurous as that which they
laid to wax in their early days. At the forefront of that generation is Bob
Mould, the 44-year-old singer/songwriter who, in the 1980s, fronted the pioneering post-punk band Husker Du.
On his latest album, Body of Song, Mould flirts with dance grooves
in a rock setting. Songs like "(Shine Your) Light Love Hope" and "I Am
Vision, I Am Sound" feature electronic vocal effects and propulsive rhythms
provided by live musicians, while tracks like "Circles" and "Paralyzed"
straight up rock with soaring choruses and almost painfully personal lyrics.
"I'm not here to think about what might sell the best or what people
might expect of me," Mould told The Chronicle. "If that was the premise, I'd
never get anything done .. .. I just get up in the morning and make music."
Mould ts the product of a booming underground rock scene from
the late 1970s through the early 1990s that many people consider the beginning of indie rock as we know it today. In that period of time, a musically
diverse group of artists across America began self-producing their own
records, getting by through touring relentlessly and earning enthusiastic cult
followings. However, indie rock gained mainstream attention in the 1990s,
and since then, as Mould and his admirers see it, the quality of iindeotenclent:,f
ly-produced (that is, without the support of a major record label) rock has
declined in quality.
During Husker Du's reign as one of the leading underground
bands, Mould played John Lennon to a slew of fans living a DIY lifestyle
baring his soul in bitterly personal lyrics and walls of distortion.
When Husker Du broke up in 1987, Mould continued to record,
releasing solo records that featured the same introspective words fram d by
mostly acoustic instrumentation. In the early 1990s, he formed Sugar, a
moderately successful, critically acclaimed pop-punk band that introdu d a
new generation of fans to his intense songwriting. Since Sugar broke p in
1995, Mould has continued to record solo albums. He has also discov red
dance music and began DJing in nightclubs across the country.
But while Mould's music has evolved, the indie rock scene th~ he
helped pave the way for has petered out.
"I think we live in different times," he said. "I don't think there' a
whole lot of mystery to music anymore. And when I talk about mystery,
always think, when I was a kid, I'd read about Kiss or Alice Cooper, and
these freaky people who ate snakes and did weird shit. And you'd see a 'ttle
snippet of them on some Saturday night concert show, and you'd be
tntngued- you'd want to buy their records and you'd want to go to their concerts."
That's not to say people aren't still making good music, Mould
said. Artists like the ambient electronic group M83 and ever-popular punks
Green Day have released albums recently that have caught Mould's attention.But with downloadable music readily available on the Internet and home
recording gear becoming increasingly affordable, Mould believes there's
more bad music out there than ever.
"I think we all know a good song when we hear it, and I think the
fact that anybody can make music now and anybody can take a shot at having that good song, I think that's great," Mould said. "I'm not hearing more
good songs because of the technology; I'm hearing about the same amount
of good songs. I'm just having to weed through a lot more mediocre songs."
Mould's theories would make sense to some of Mould's contempo-

raries
from the
'80s scene,
while impressed with
the singer/songwriter's
integrity, have also noticed a
lack of forward-thinking artists in
modern indie rock.
What's lacking in today's underground music
scene-that certain something that made bands like
Husker Du so inspiring in the 1980s-is a sense of
immediacy, said John Kezdy, lead singer for Chicago
hardcore band the Effigies. who came out of the same
scene as Mould.
"You've got to go back in time and understand how bad rock was in the '70s," Kezdy said.
The punk rock of the 1970s was a middle finger in the
face of so-called corporate rock like Kansas and
Fleetwood Mac that dominated the airwaves at that
time. The underground scenes that started popping up
in major cities, including Husker Du's hometown of
Minneapolis, were factions of that initial punk rock
movement.
Today, Kezdy said. mainstream rock isn't at
the low point it was in the 1970s- but that also means
the chances of indie bands rallying behind the cause
of bringing music out of a rut are slim.
Green Day is a prime example, Mould said.
Twenty years after Mould and Husker Du released
their classic "punk rock opera," Zen Arcade. Green
Day took home a Grammy for its own punk rock
opera, American idiot. proving the mainstream's
acceptance of once underground music.
"We won," Mould said confidently. "I didn't
think that was going to happen when we booked all
hose shows at VFW halls."
To others. the influence of today's indie rockers n upstart bands shouldn't be overlooked.
Altern live rock's pioneers shouldn't be considered the
end all, e all of the genre, said Dan Sinker, editor of
Punk Planet tho celebrated Chicago zine that has
covered unde ground rock for the past 11 years.
Undergro nd music and the culture sur-

rounding is self-perpetuating, he explained, and the
fact that new bands continue to pop up indicates
that artists are encouraging each other to play
music. Young musicians aren't likely listening to
Husker Du and other decades-old groups as attentively as they are listening to indie rock's new
heroes like Ted Leo and the Pharmacists.
"Part of the reason people look at earlier
bands as being [so influential] is those bands were
the ones who laid down the groundwork," Sinker
said. "For so many bands it was doing the right
thing in the right place at the right time. There were
so many crappy bands, too, getting shitty reviews
and no one showing up to their shows."
Bands that critics have come to regard as
the forefathers of indie rock are too far removed
from the current music scene to have a direct influence on new bands. argues Chad Nelson, who does
publicity for Chicago-based Touch & Go Records, a
label that got its start working with underground
bands like Big Black in the 1980s.
Whatever affect Husker Du has on today's
crop of musicians is mostly second- or third-hand,
he said: A band nowadays could admire Blink-182,
whose members were influenced by Green Day,
whose members were influenced by Husker Du.
"Personally, I was never into Husker Dii-1
suppose it was before my time," Nelson said. "But I
loved Sugar. That Copper Blue record [from 1992] is
a classic. It's got those shiny pop hooks, and at the
same time there's that underlying intensity. Even
[Mould's solo] acoustic stuff. it still resonates with
people. And that speaks for him as an artist. ... I'm
sure he's had a profound impact on a lot of different
people in a lot of different ways."
For Mould himself. influence has come
from outside the realm of alternative rock. He
stopped listening to most music of the genre in 1998
after touring with his band. And when he returned to
New York City, his home at that time. he became
absorbed in the lush electronics of artists like Paul
Van Dyk and Sasha and Digweed. music, he said,
that was the "sound of downtown Manhattan in the
late '90s."
"It left a pretty big impression on me,'

DJing with electronica artisf Richard Morel at clubs In
home of Washington, D.C., and otlier venues around the country
using the moniker Blowoff, and he incorporated electronics into
his recording career.
In 2002, he released Modulate, a full-fledged foray into
electronic music, that he said not only challenged the loyalty of
his core fan base, but also challenged him artistically, a quality
he feels is missing from new material by established artists.
'Anybody who's making music.righi now between the
ages of 30 and 50 is pretty much rewriting a Beatles song we
heard, and we all do it differ!lntly," Mould said. 'I think things that
are commercially successful-no one
. Y.ou can't
worry..abOut
·
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Bob Mould Band will perform at the Metro, ~7~·1!~'.:1:'.1<
Thursday, Sept. 29 and Friday, Sept. 30 at
available for Friday's show- order at www.n~etl·ocl1ic<rqo. i:dn
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Husker Du: New
Rising (1985)
Even though New Day Rising followed Zen Arcade by
mere months, the difference between the two albums is
immediately noticeable. Where Zen Arcade is bleak, complex and experimental, New Day Rising is more direct
Husker Dii: Zen Arcade (1984)
While Husker Dii had made recordings prior to Zen Arcade-mostly in
hopeful. Songs like Mould's "Celebrated Summer" and "I
the guise of a hardcore band- this is the album that made Bob Mould I Apologize" are loaded with pop hooks and melodies, indicatand his band mates. drummer Grant Hart and bassist Gregg Norton. leging a growing sophistication in his songwriting. In the end,
endary. Twenty-three songs. Seventy minutes. Two records. The tracks, I New Day Rising might be easier on the ears than the blistering
all composed by Mould and Hart. are loosely based around a story of a rJ Zen Arcade, but it's no less rewarding.
runaway boy who ends up facing the harsh realities of the world outside •
his home. This is fierce, heart-on-sleeve punk rock at its best.

f

Sugar: Copper Blue (1992)
After releasing two solo albums, Mould put together a new power trio called Sugar and
recorded a batch of perfect pop songs that are as tJmeless as anyth1ng by the Kinks or Big
Star. Overall, Copper Blue has a big, bright sound. and songs like 'Changes: 'Helpless'
and especially the bouncy "Ill Can't Change Your Mtnd" showed a new playfulness m
t.louki's writing Not all is penect on Copper Blue, though The slow-bool oi'The Slim'
PClints toward the daric:ness Mould would explore on Sugar's neKI record

Sugar: Beaster (1993)
Still nothing could have prepared Mould fans for Beasler. Even compared to Zen Arcade, this is harrowing stuff. Recorded during the
same sessions as Copper Blue, Beas/er is an aurally harsh, cathartic
record that finds Mould examining relationships through cryptic. religious imagery. No matter how many times one plays songs like
·Judas Cradle" and •JC Auto," it's still disanning to hear Mould
bellowing lines like "Somebody nail my hands I Somebody take
my hand."

Bob Mould: Workbook (1989)
Tension between Mould and Hart forced
Husker Dii to call it quits 1n 1987. and both
songwriters went on to start solo careers.
Mould's declaration of independence was
Workbook, a folksy album that contained some
of the best songs of his career. The clean production and mostly acoustic instrumentation
accentuate poignant and poetic lyrics like "At the
end of this rope I Rope at the end of a line / I see
you swing by your neck on a vine" from "Poison
Years.· Workbook set the stage for the rest of
Mould's solo career, in which he would constantly
push the boundaries of his own music.

Bob Mould Body of Song (2005)
While 11 m.ght sound l1ke a conventional Mould record after hiS
alienating etectromca album. Modulate. Body of Song IS actually
the musiC of a legendary songwnter ag1ng gracefully It contams
more fully-realized dance numbers than Modulate, along w1th several sohd rock songs and a handful of emot1onally na~~:cd ballads In h1s
Iynes. he sounds more vtJtnerable and passiOnate than he has s•nce
Workbook Judg•ng by Body of Song, 1t's clear that Mould IS still makmg
music on his own terms, and we should be able to eKpe<:t more quahty
wort~~: in the future
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The prodigol son returns,-to eot your bruins
Bungie co-founder Alex Seropian returns to his Chicago roots with his new independent game
studio and its first title, 'Stubbs the Zombie'
By Todd Burbo/A&E Editor

hen Alexander Seropian and Jason Jones founded Bungie Studios
in 1991, they couldn't have possibly imagined where their new
company would take them. Starting modestly in a Chicago apartment, they began developing innovative, Macintosh-based computer games
s uch as Marathon and Minotaur, which was among the first to incotporate
networking into game play.
Nine years after Seropian and Jones founded Bungie, Bill Gates took
notice, and being Bill Gates, purchased the company and moved most of its
employees from Chicago to Redmond, Wash. What caught Oates' eye? A little first-person-shooter Bungie had in development by the name of Halo.
While the Halo hanchise became a phenomenon (a movie is currently in

W

Chronicle: First off, welcome back to
Chicago. What was the one thing you
missed most about the city during your
time in Washington?
Seropian: Family and deep dish pizza.
Not necessarily in that o rder.

production, with a script written by Alex Garland of 28 Days Later fume),
Seropian found himself discontented with his new role at the head of such a
large company.
Wanting to return to a more bands-on role in development, be decided to
leave the awe-inspiring power of Microsoft and rerum to Chicago, where he
annouoced the launch of his new independent game studio, Wideload Games,
in April 2004. Its first title, Stubbs the Zombie, which is due out this October,
promises to be a humorous gore-fest in which players control a zombie hellbent on eating the bmins of anyone be encounters.
Amidst the frantic final weeks of developing Smbbs, Seropian took the
time to answer a few questions for The Chronicle.

Like I said, Bungie is a great group of
people. I'm thrilled to have them on our
side (our first project is using the Halo
engine). I do keep in touch with many
people over at Bungie. As for future collaborations, we' ll just have to see what
the future brings.

Obviously, Chicago isn' t the mecca of
the game industry, but what are some
positives to working here, rather than
out West?
Though the game developer community
in Chicago is somewhat smaller than
L.A ., San Fran or Seattle, there is a great
group of companies here. A lot of people
don't realize how much talent there is
here in Chicago. C hicago also avoids the
revolving door human resources nightmare of some other cities, wh ich helps
foster more stable and mature companies.
And it's Chicago! This is a great city with
genuine people, where you can actually
afford to buy a house and send your kids
to a good school.
Was it difficult to leave behind the
success of Bungie? Are yo u ever
tempted to call and advise them on
curre nt projects?
It was certainly hard to leave the people
at Bungie. They are among the best. They
don ' t really need my advice any morethough I do keep in touch regularly.
Bungie seems to be very supportive of
Wideload. Are you and Jason Jones
s till close? Is there any chance of the
two of you collaborating on future
projects?

In my opinion, the most attractive thing
about Bungie, which you seem to be carrying over to Wideload, is a surprisingly
smart sense of humor. Are you personally involved in writing, for either games
or marketing? If not, do you employ a
team of writers, and did any follow you
from Bungie?
Thanks. Humor was always a big part of
the culture at Bungie. It is one of the cornerstones of Wideload. I'm a huge fan of
laughing! We do have writers here at
Widcload, and we all contribute to the

ideas and designs that make our games
(hopefully) amusing. Our lead writer Matt
Soell was one of the original Bungie crew
[members] from back in the Marathon
days.
I've read that your biggest reason for
leaving Microsoft/Bungie was that you
were drifting away from hands-on
game design. You're now working with
a considerably smaller team, and I
assume you' re responsible for a larger
amount of work. How's that working
out?
It is working out great! Wideload is a
really unique kind of game developer.
Our whole business model revolves
around keeping the creati ve team sma ll.
We have no office politics and no communication issues (other than poor
acoustics in our loft space). We keep
everyone intimately involved in the game
design process. The gro up of people here
are not just game creators, but voracious
game consumers, too. It's really a dream
job.
I'm looking forward to Stubbs the
Zombie strictly based o n your reputation, but don't really know much about
the game, aside from the plot description on the website. Would you
d escribe the game as more open-ended,
or does it have a linear path to follow?
The level arch itecture o f Stubbs is much
like Halo. You go thro ugh a linear pro·
gression of levels, wh ich escalate the
game play and unveil the story. You play
Stubbs, who is a zombie. You eat peo-

Zombie giW hie Mlctlael Jackson on, thon brooko on through to tho othor sldo- for o to sty snock.

pie's brains, they come back as zombies
and now they are on your team. That's a
very simple, yet powerful game mechanic, which we exploit in lots of ways to
give the game tremendous depth. At its
soul, though, it's a love story.
The general tone of the gam e looks
humorous, but I'm going to assume
there will be some violence and gore,
with the player controlling a zombie
and all. What kind of ESRP rating are
you expecting, and what age group are
you marketing Stubbs to?
Stubbs has an M [mature] rating, with all
the descriptors I might add. As a father of
two, I want to make it clear that Stubbs is
not for kids! That said , though, the angle
is humor, not violence. My theory is that
four pints of blood is violent, but 40 gallons of blood is comedy gold.
We're still waiting for a release date
for Stubbs, a nd at this point, it's worth
asking which generation of the Xbox
will it be released for? Will it be one of
the titles granted backwards compatibility on the 360? Also, will the Mac
release be on the same time frame as
the other formats ? If so, does Wideload
plan to develop a ll its titles for Macs?
The game is due out before Halloween. It
will run on the current generation Xbox .
The Mac and PC versions will s hip in the
same time fram e. Stubbs is playable in
co-op mode, which is a total blast.
Especially when you get to the pee-pee
battle-you' re gonna love that!
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Empty Hollie to serve Chicogo oDown Under, clossic rock toste
Architecture in Helsinki, Dr. Dog bring diverse music al styles to the city
By Tiffany Breyne/Assistant A&E Editor
Over the years, Australia has sent a variety of musicians to this side of the world,
spanning from Silverchair and Men at
Work to Natalie lmbruglia and AC/DC. But
the country's latest export, Architecture in
Helsinki, is in a category all its own.
Cameron Bird. one of eight members of
the group, describes the band as "crazy,
down-trodden and maybe a little bit of
pop." Others liken the band to rising starlets The Fiery Furnaces, which doesn't
bother Bird one bit.
"We don't mind at all," Bird said. "We're
used to the general nature of having something to compare us with. It 's not a bad
thing to be compared to them- we both
have similar influences-but I don 't think
we sound too much the same. "
ArchitectUre in Helsinki wi ll be broadening its down-trodden horizons when its
tour stops by the Empty Bottle, I 035 N.
Western Ave., Sept. 30. The band will
flaunt songs from its newest album, In
Case We Die, released last April.
Full of inventive ideas and 40 guest
vocalists, In Case We Die provides that
same eye opening feeling of freezing winter winds on bare flesh. With little method
to the madness, the album messes with the
ears in a no-holds-barred fashion, us ing
instruments from sitars to cat meows,
flutes to power tools.
" We recorded a mixture of spontaneous
songs; we arranged some songs; some were
meticulous. They were with urgency but
chaos," Bird said.
The inspiration behind the group's
sparkling aura of unruliness was Bird's trip
to the U.S., where he caught wind of new
influences, such as hip-hop group Wu Tang
Clan. Bringing these discoveries back to
Australia, the band pulled together its first
album, Fingers Crossed, which was
released in April of 2004.
Architecture started up in 2000 after Bird
had been in a band with instrumentists
Jamie Mildren and Sam Perry. As the trio
looked to expand out of their geographic
and musical horizons, they stumbled upon
other members, drummer James Cecil,
clarinetist Kellie Sutherland, and then
eventually lsobel Knowles, Gus Franklin
and Tara Shackell.
Though of members in a rock group is
rare, Architecture isn't too concerned with
the number.
" It's hard to say what we'd do if a
member left," Bird said. "I think we'd
continue on. We ' re all very understanding
that Architecture is really a lump of sound
and ideas."
While Architecture in Helsinki is still
intact, it'll be touring with another out-oftown band.
Dr. Dog, the opener for Architecture,
hails from Philadelphia and is a hidden
gem of indie classic rock. Offering an age-
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less sound that conjures images of warm
sunny days and outdoor jam sessions with
old friends, Dr. Dog is a five-man setup
that's been working its way through the
music world for about five years.
Dr. Dog bassist and vocalist Toby
Leaman met up with distortion guitarist
and vocalist Scott McMickcn about 13
years ago. The two have played in various
bands together.
"We've all been playing in bands since
we were kids,'' Leaman said. "We never
found the right combination until about
five years ago; we were all trying to do the
same thing."
About three years ago, the band finally
settled on its current lineup, including
Leaman, McMicken, keyboardi st/guitarist/vocalist Zach Miller and drummer
Juston Stens. Two months ago, Dr. Dog
replaced former guitarist Andrew Jones
with Frank McElroy.
The fi vesome, under Park the Van record
label, was recently given a three-star shoutout from Rolling Stone for its latest
release, Easy Beat. Labeled as a mixture of
bands, Leaman admits to inspirations from
such artists as Tom Waits, The Band, Neil
Young, The Beach Boys, The Beatles and
Pavement, though they are working on
their own sound.
" We' re heavy into (those bands],"
Leaman said. ''I'm not saying we could
ever sound like the Beach Boys, but it ' d be
nice to get the Beach Boys' harmony. Be
we're trying to do our own thing and not
mimic anyone."

As for how Dr. Dog got connected with
the more eclectic Architecture in Helsikni,
Leaman said Bird caught word of its album
and liked it, and both bands toured through
the U.S. together this year in June for two
weeks. Though each band offers a different
vibe, Leaman points out that most of
Architecture 's listeners have open minds to
new music.

"[Architecture in Helsinki] is ridiculous
live," Leaman said. "Everything sounds
like it should. To have that many people on
stage and not have this big wall of noise is
great. They're seamless; they're not your
run-of-the-mill band."
Leaman said Dr. Dog is excited to be
playing with Architecture and looking forward to playing for a C hicago audience.
" We love Chicago. lt's a great town,"
Leaman said. "We're playing to a group of
people that just want to listen to music."
Architecture in Helsinki and Dr Dog will
play at the Empty Boule, 1035 N. Western
Ave., Sept. 30 at 10 p.m. $10 in advance,
$12 at the door.
For more information on Architecture in
Helsinki and Dr. Dog, visit their websites,
www.architectureinhelsinki.com
and
www.drdogmusic.com.

Above: Architecture in Helsinki e njoys personal space and patterned walls.
Below: Dr. Dog s hows off its hot ride.
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Schadenfreude ond the city
Chicago comedy group's a pleasure, not a misfortune
By Tiffany Breyne/Assistant A&E Editor
Schadenfreude is a German
word meaning '"Pleasure derived
from
the
misfortunes
of others." Yet there is no misfortune in seeing Chicago-based
comedy group Schadenfreude.
Together
since
1998,
Schadenfreude isn't afraid to dip
its toes into all media, from stage
to radio to film. Schadenfreude
combines comedy routines centered on Chicago's politics, grocers and the suburbs.
'"We met at Second City classes," said member Adam Witt. " We
had first level classes together,

then got split up, and started writing again in our fifth level class.
We were working double duty, but
we' re used to overloading our
schedules."
Though they started comedy as
stage performers, the members of
Schadenfreude are well known for
their uncommon venture into
radio, with their show on Chicago
Public Radio every Saturday at 2
p.m.
Justin Kaufmann, group member, Columbia alumus and initiatives coordinator at Chicago
Public Radio, was working at the

station while the group was forming. A manager suggested they
start a program.
"It is an original thing," Witt
said. '"Not many people do that
medium. Justin never asked
[Chicago Public Radio] to do a
Schadenfreude show, because he
didn't want to be that guy."
Unfortunately, Schadenfreude's
radio program was recently canceled, though the show will continue to run on Chicago Public
Radio until January of 2006, and
then reruns wi II be broadcast
nationally through the Public

When not performing, Schadenfreude hangs tough at the tracks.

'Firecrocker' to explode on stoge
Estrogen runs high in Playground Theater's
newest show
By Cathleen Stanger/Staff Writer
Stacey Halla! is quite a firecracker.
Between her day job in marketing, her
school ing at Second City and directing
and starring in the improv variety act,
'"The
Firecracker Show Presents:
Everything Nice ," resting is not an option
for the ambitio us comedienne.
Halla! , along with co-stars Natalie
Sullivan and Sarah Maher, will take over

sketches after watching her sister perform
with Boston College lmprov. After 10
years of writing, she started per forming
her own skits and fell in love with performing.
'"I love performing in front of a live
audience because I like the instant gratification," Halla! said. '" I like (to feel) connected to the audience and feel them ride
through a wave of emotions with me
and my characters."
'"The Firec racker Show" wi ll also
be more technical than Halla! is
used to. Her previous shows, including '"The ff umpcrdink Fa mil y
Reun ion," where she portra yed 20
c harac te rs, focused primaril y on
performing. "The
Firec rac ke r
Show," however, itocorporatcs a
multimedia as pec t hy usi11g vi deos
and TV co mtotcrcm ls .
f'crf(mning in ('hicago is a11othcr add ed
hollliS for ffallal.
'" I ltJ Vc it ," ff a llal saul. " It's ex actl y
where I wa111 to he."
ll a llalal ~ o saul wooki11g wo th Sulli van
a11d Ma her has hec11 11 grcnt cx pcti cncc for
her a11d added th nl hoth nrc lularious mod
lull o l surp11 scs. The co-stnrs np,rcc .
'" I tocvcr !honk o l Stnccy nml Nntnlt c ns
JUSI womc11. h111 ns nctors li rs t," Mnhc o
• nul '"'I hcor y,c nde o I•• I sc~ om l nr y."
1\11 three nwec thnt dotlll( 11 s how lhnl
covers "" 111111ty topt cs Tlllll(tnv, fr om pull
toes lo pc rso11111i stories Cllll he full of prcsthctc nrc petks ns we ll
•urc. hut
cs pe~tll ll y whe n ot CtiiiiO" to hc tttl( 11 !litis
clll h.

Radio Exchange.
'"When we had the radio show,
it was great," Kaufmann said.
'"The ability for us to stand out on
the radio was great because you
could be super creative on an editing system. I will miss radio, and
I don 't think its dead. I think we'll
be back. It remains to be seen."
Radio
not
only
gave
Schadenfreude exposure to a new
audience and medium, it also
gave them an opportunity to work
with celebrities and comedians
such as David C ross and Jon
Favreau.
'"We' re celebrity whores," Witt
said. "In the beginning we had
celebrities do the opening- my
favorite was when Gallagher did
the opening. I' ve loved him since
I was a kid."
Schadenfreude's only female
member is Kate James, who is
married to another member,
Sandy Marshall. James said that
while Schadenfreude did radio
and is now dabbling in film, she
doesn't think they'll ever completely leave the stage. On Sept.
18, the group held a free taped
show at Second City. It will be
used as an audition tape for the
2006 U.S. Comedy Arts Festival
in Aspen, Colo., which will be
ai red on HBO.
Schadenfreude recently went
on a writing retreat to gather new
material for upcoming events. The
product was a 45-minute film that
will debut at WTTW 's Image
Union Premiere Party at the Vic
Theater, 3145 N. Sheffield Ave.,
on Sept. 27. The film is titled
'"Phudie Mart," after one of the
many characters and scenes they
portray.
'"A lot of our characters come
from real life experiences," said
member Stephen Schmidt. '"We
pick specific events and m ake
them grandiose. We want people

'"That's part of working with all
women," Sullivan said '"We can be ridiculous without being embarrassed."
The trio hopes the show resonates with
college students in particular.
'" It's great for students because it's
something different to do on a Friday
night, [rather) than the usual movie or bar
scene," Sullivan said.
Maher shares the same sentiment.
'"I was in college not too long ago, and
I remember not knowing myself and fan-

to relate and laugh at it. Basically
our inspiration comes from everyday things."
Inspiration also comes from
paying close attention to Chicago
politics, Kaufmann said. He
believes that living in the same
city as his audience adds more to
the show when it comes to topics
such as Mayor Daley.
"I love the stuff that's very local
and available for us," Kaufmann
said. "I love making fun of the
powers that be at the national
level. But I also feel the responsibility to stick it to Chicagobecause I love Chicago. I think
Chicago's the best city to do comedy. There are so many buffoons
at the top level."
Kaufmann credits Columbia for
giving him the perspective from
which he sees the city.
" There's something about
Columbia that did more to my
personality, and my personality is
what lends to my comedy, my
job," Kaufmann said. '"Going to
Columbia sort of hardened me up
a bit. Columbia helped me fall in
love with the city, because of
where it 's located downtown. I
like the way Columbia teaches
you too. It teaches you gotta take
the initiative. And if you don't
take the initiative you get sucked
under, you know, just like life."
With that lesson in mind,
Kaufmann and the rest of the
Schadenfreude bunch will be
starting up a new college tour in
the spring of 2006.
'" I love doing colleges,"
Marshall said. '"We would love to
do Columbia. The political stuff
goes over well with college
kids-they read the news more.
They're smarter."

For more information on
Schadenfreude. visit their web site
at www.schadenfreude.net.

tasizing about the person I wanted to be,"
Maher said. "College students love comedy. They understand political and societal
satire better than anyone."

"The Firecracker Show Presents:
Everything Nice " opens Sept. 23 and runs
through Oct. 21 at the Playground
Theater. 3902 N. Halsted St. The show
plays every Friday night at 10:30 p.m.
Tickets are $/0 per person. For reservations, call (773) 880-0932.

"Playing with women is
great because women
really listen, toke their
time and connect with
one another."
the l'laygr<>u nd 'f heater, 1'J02 N. I la lsted
St., starting Sept. 21, hnngong the or hlc11d
of p<>iotocal ~atorc and wo111a11ly wol w oth
thc rn . lf allal ~ ao d ••he tl11nk H thai the all
female a'l pc~ l IIi what g ovc.• the tdoow pa rt
of'' ' ~harm
" J'I aymg with
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W<>tnCII rea lly l" tcn, tak e lhc u tu nc a11d
Clllln C~t Vllth "'IC another," f lalla! H:OI< l '"If
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Choorleodors with guns oro olwoys ontertolnlng. Gotch Tho Flrecmcllor Show
ot tho Plnyground Thootor, 3902 N. Holstod St.
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Crossword
ACROSS
1 Crack shots
5 Pinnacle
9 Room
14 Nothing in
Spanish
15 Entreaty
16 Writer Cather
17 Sailboats with
three hulls
19 Library tome
20 Night before
21 Plat section
22 Earth tone
24 Raw mineral
25 Leak remedies
26 Profited
30 Dapper man
31 Breadwinner
33 Remain behind
35 One archangel
36 Dueling sword
40 Alas
41 Inasmuch as
42 Fish choice
43 Irksome fellow
44 Remove. as
knots
45 Window ledge
46 Firing-range
sight
46 Sty
49 Beach south of
Clearwater
52 Syrian capital
56 Luau staple
57 "_ Miniver"
59 Roof goo
60 Lyrical
Gershwin
61 Thalia's sister
63 Bar codes.
essentially
66 Tapers off
67 Grow's cousin
66 Small bills
69 Piglet
70 Yearnings
71 Writer Shelley
DOWN
1 Pays to play
2 Whittle
3 "The Ernie
Kovacs Show"
co-star

4 "Casablanca"
pianist
5 Cook's coverage

FiUW•);i•j

to the nines
fashion@columbia
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6 Making a racket
7 Fellows
B Right on maps
9 Gershwin song
10 Mining
excavation

11 Diwyup
12 _ Boothe Luce
13 Became less
tense
1B Actor Aida
23 Founder of the
Shakers in
America

26 Baby supplies
27 Having been
canonized
29 Locks
32 Pupil's oral
delivery
33 Blackjack
34 Chute·_ ·chute
35 Loan shark
37 Flamboyant tree
36 Building wing
39 Sushi bar order
47 By the highest
estimation
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Scale down
Gushes
Pentateuch
Bill Evans'
instrument

53 Shane and
Connie
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54 Inciter
55 Smart-mouthed
56 Light on one's
feet
62 Drink for two?
64 Shad delicacy
65 Cruise or Kite

Out of My Head

Erin MashfThe Chronicle

ho~osco£ES
b~ Alicia Dorr

by Scotty Carlson

! 5A!D, YOU HAVE: A
MAJOR 51'Rr:55~
I<E'l.Ai£:0 AmNT!ON
D!50RDE:R, 5COTT!

! JU5i iOI.D YOU 50Mr:~!NG
ABOUi MY l.!FE: ~AT COUI.D
eND UP A PROBI.E:M FOR OUR
Rf'l.AT!ON5H!P AND YOU
I--~~= IT Al.l. OUi!

Aries (March 21 - April 20): Control your temper around crowds of hipsters
today. They can smell your fear.
Taurus (April 21 - May 2 1): Your career as an up-and-coming politician is
about to come to a dramatic and poigna nt close. But I'm not going to tell you
how; you'll just have to sweat it out.
Gemini (May 22 - June 21 ): Your collection of china dolls makes you seem
kind of, well, gay.
Cancer (June 22 - July 23): If you ever have a nything to do with Whoopi
Goldberg again, so help me I will hunt you down, lonely Friday night on the
couch or no.
Leo (July 24- Aug. 23): While it is not a huge proble m that you pick your
nose, complications arise when you stan to flick or wipe boogers all over the
place.
Virgo (Aug. 24 - Sept. 23): Your task this week is to find out whoever the oftquoted "They" is and kill them. "They're" really m essing up my game.
Libra (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23): This week you will receive two free passes to ride
the ferris wheel at Navy Pier, but odds a re you will forget to use them before
the coupon expires. This is your warning to undo your possible future by c hanging your present.
Scorpio (Oct. 24 - Nov. 22): We're all rooting for you. Until about 5 o"clockquittin' time.
Sagittarius (Nov. 23 - Dec. 2 1): You think your life is like a TV show about
rich, glamorous young people, but it's actually more like an after-school special.
Capricorn (Dec. 22 - Jan . 20): The light was green- what did they expect from
you? Such lofty expectations of compassion and common sense!

Pisces (Feb. 20 - Mar. 20): Thank me for being here. THANK ME FOR
BEfNG HERE!
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THI PAITIIT WAY TO:

speedtalk<M
Unlimited SpeedTalk Minutes
Walkie-talkie-style service
• 1000 Anytime Minutes
• $49.95 per month
• AOL'I!J Instant Messenger'" service- FREE Trial
• Buy 1 and get up to 3
LG UX4750 phones FREE
(with 2-year contracts and mail-in rebates)

~ US. Cellular
1 - 888 - BUY - USCC • GETUSC.C OM
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[C]SPACES PRESENTS:

ADJ. PUlENH!ENrt

HlATIVO ft. LA lHNOLO&lA .

. , -.,a~ :~

.. flj

•

Tecnol6gica:
adj. Having to do with, or related to technology
Perteneclente o relatlvo a Ia tecnologia
C33 Gallery, 33 E Congress, Chicago ll 60605

29 - September 30, 2005
M-Th 9-7, F 9-5, Sat. by appointment

August

Tecno/6gica is an exhibition of video, installation, video performance, sound art, digital prints, and other
new media works by Latina artists. The new media works in this exhibition explore Ideas of identity in a
constantly shifting 21st Century society that is mediated by technology.
Participating Artists: Amanda Guti~rrez, Jessica Here man, Claudia Lozano-Aibero, Elv1a Rodnguez-Ochoa, and Edra Soto
Co-Sponsored by [C]Spaces and the Of"fice of Latino Cultural Affairs,
divisions of Student Affairs.

HTIP://CSPACES.COLUM.EDU

-i ·

CoMMENTARY
Pleading for the First
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BACK FROM THE DRAWING BOARDS

he First Amendment
of the United States
Con stitution protects
our rig ht to fre edom of
speech and forbids laws that
infringe on the freedom of
the press. Every so often
these rights are taken for
granted, and as of late, the
media has been find ing
some of its liberties in
limbo. Attempts to impede
upon the duties of the press
undermine the very princ ipl e o n w h ich th e F irs t
Amendm ent was formed.
A s Th o mas J effer so n
fam ous ly once said, " Were it
left to me to decide whether
we should have a government without newspapers, or
newspapers without a govern ment, I should not hesitate a moment to pre fer the
latter."
Th e latest downward spiral was set in motion on July
6 with the jailing of New
York Times reporter Judith
Miller. Her crime? Miller
refused to divulge the names
of confidential sources she
talked to in her reporting,
thus maintaining her credibility as a j ournalist. Her
choice, however, did not satisfy the U.S. District Court
j udge who decided her fate.
" If a j ournalist cannot be
trusted to guarantee confidentiality, the journal ist cannot fun ction and there cannot be a free press," Mill er
told Judge Thomas Hogan in
Washington. "The freest and
fa irest soc ieties are not only
those w ith independent j udiciar ies, but those with an
independent
press th at
works every day to keep
government accountable by
publishing what the government m ight not want the
public to kn ow."

T

And indeed, the govern- the First Am endment was
ment has certain ly desired ratifi ed, it was done so for
secrecy. By April 2004, pho- these very reasons.
t ograph s of fl ag-d ra pe d
Yet, here in Illinois, we
coffins returning from Iraq remain woefu lly behind the
appeared in the American nation in allowing media
media despite bo th the access to o ur courts.
Only six states other than
Pentagon and the Bush
Administration's attempts to Il lino is currently restrict tappursue a policy forbidd ing ing trials, accord ing to the
News
such im ages. But according Radio-Te levision
to a New York Times/C BS Directors Associat ion. Many
New s po ll ta ke n in states leave the decision in
Decem ber 2003 , 62 percent the hands of presidi ng
of Ame ricans said they j udges, but on Sept. 14 the
should be allowed to see the Ill inoi s S upreme C ourt
denied a petition from multiimages.
Now, the federal govern- ple Il lino is news organi zament decided Sept. I 0 to tions to fi nally a llow camditch effo rts to restrict med ia eras a nd microphones in
coverage of recovery of the state trials.
dead in New Orleans. CNN
Despite the advances in
til ed suit against the policy, techno logy that limit disrupcausing the feds to announce tive equ ipment and agreeing
it wouldn 't enforce a " zero to restrictions o n what those
access" po licy against the dev ices would record, the
group that beat them to the state Supreme Court refused
the media's attempts to furstory.
But the federal govern- ther guarantee accuracy in
ment's flip-flop on the issue their reporting o ut o f fears
is apparently aimed at pre- that proceedings in highventing j ourn alists fro m profi le cases would be
e mbeddin g. Th e Sa n affected. Steve Scott, presiFranc isco C hronicle report- dent of the Illi nois News
ed on Sept. 13 that a mem- Broadcasters Assoc iation,
ber of the Army 82nd told the Chicago Sun-Times,
Airborne D ivis ion told a " I' m not sure where to go
reporter and photographer from here."
that taking pictures and writThe only place to go is
ing about the body recovery where j o urnalists have
process would result in loss a lways gone: where the
of their press credentials and story is.
banishm ent from the state .
If Illinois w ants to co ntinAdditionally, the man cited ue limiting reporters to pen
an A rm y po licy requi ring and paper accounts, or the
med ia to be 300 meters fe dera l government wants to
away from the scene of deny rides for the media to
recovery.
recovery sites, so be it.
Wh ile the government Nonetheless, we in the press
often claims to be protect ing will cont inue to do our j obs
the pu blic 's sensit iv ity to the faithfully, passionately and
issue, the press is o bligated professiona lly.
Jefferson liked us better,
to seek o ut the truth and
repo rt those findin gs. When anyway.

Giving students some new sp ace
mong
the
costs
incurred by students
while
attending
Columbia, parking can be a
rather expensive hassle. Still ,
those of us who find ourselves driving into the South
Loop are faced with the poss ibi li t y o f a n in s t a n t
headache to start the daysimply by trying to secure a
p lace to leave our automo-

A

bi le ~.

It\ with that in mind that
we we lcome Co lumbi a's
decision to lease the vacant
lot at 140 1 S. Waba' h Ave. to
U.N Parking Inc ·r he w llege hu needed add itional
par1cing for itudent\ and fae•.tty~ a'I9J~< trme, and cre•' llla~~a~e~ mak e'
-.•..- ,f~ ( ulumb1a ··'-:
• I~. . lca~t lor rt\lfii'
N a!!.IIi.
"
>
ld&JK- 110w,
park rrt~
optiolls
extremely lrmlt-

II/•

•e

ed.lhe "'~~ provid in~.: tWO

hours of park ing time are of
little use to many students in
th re e -h o ur c lasses . And
whi le the term "student discount" has a nice ring to it,
shaving a buck or two o ff the
price doesn' t necessarily
equate to a great deal.
Undo ubtedly, there are
quirks and complaints about
many parking situat ions at
college campuses across the
country. While Co lumbia
and the CTA offer students a
U-Pass to ass ist w ith the high
costs o f transportation to
sc hoo l, the CTA is hardly th e
solution tn every ~ t u d c n t 's
needs.
There '' no denying that
Colum nra '"" it~ fair shan: of
~tlfefi!nt , who eOilHIIOife f\'Onl
n pu' and tpe ~rrrroGJ!< t
tiJburn• . HUt ewer\ t11a•<(
do lr ve rn or rclativtly
nw t he '>o ullr l.oop require
P&IIOnK prr vllc~.:c, now ~nd
ftler . C'rcatrrl!( a pnrklng area

dedicated sole ly to Columbia
students would be of great
bene fit to current students
and future attendees as well.
Co lumbia's administration
has placed continual emphasis on making the best use o f
limited space, and whi le a
parking lot doesn't necessarily have the appea l of other
proposed projects or buildings, it's a sma ll step toward
removing the needless complications of trying to get to
campus.
While we ' ll have to wai t to
sec if business allows CLN
to lower the expected full day rates of $ 10 for those in
hy H a.m . and $ 12 af\cr X
a m . wc ' ll~(k e t h e
l'olurnbi<r tW '
lltr d " wurrt if il:a'-!t uf
i~ mo re
'ipacc"i

" ..,.

w<?it!

llc"dc(. jt
he rrrce
lo fina lly clump I f k ii Vl ' l'
boor orr the probldm of park 111ft 111 rlre South l.~op
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No easy way out of Iraq
By Delel< Strum
Commentary Editor
Can I ask a question? Granted,
it may sound simplistic, but
among those thousands and thousands of yellow, magnetic ribbons adorning automobiles
across this country, is there really anyone in the nation who
doesn't "Support Our Troops"?
Last time I checked, the Vietnam
War ended more than 30 years
ago. Yet here we are in 2005 ,
with some people still insinuating that taking a position against
a war somehow trans lates to
rooting for the enemy. I hope
that 's the lone parallel between
that conflict and the current war
in Iraq, which, supporters and
detractors alike imply, has on ly
two courses of action : Leave now
or everybody stays until the bitter, bloody end.
Cindy Sheehan w rapped up her
nationwide tour-42 cities in 26
states-this past weekend with
United for Peace and Justice in
Washington , D .C., and their message to end the war and immediately bring home the troops is a
reminder that some people
oppose these conflicts precisely
because they do care about the
troops . That said, their message
also ignores the consequences of
immediate withdrawal.
While the president's approval
rating tanks, Sheehan hasn't
exactly won over a majority with
her rise to popularity.
Ra s mu ssen Rep o rt s . com ,
which boasts that it was "the
nation's mos t accurate polling
firm during the presidential e lection and the only one to project
both Bush and Kerry 's vote total
within half a percentage point of
the actual outcome," found the
mothe( of a fa llen soldier was

viewed favorably by only 35 percent of Americans, while 38 percent had an unfavorable view of
her. According to Rasmussen,
people saw Sheehan opposite of
the way they viewed the war,
meaning that Republicans held
an unfavorable view, Democrats
had a favorable view and people
not affiliated with either were
split evenly.

Eleanor Mehlenbacher, 11, of
Cary, N.C., gives the peace
sign to passing cars Sept. 15,
when Cindy Sheehan's Camp
Casey Bus tour made a stop
at Moore Square in downtown
Raleigh, N.C.
Admittedly, events in Iraq are
not going particularly well as of
late. And additionally, many of
these problems s tem from inexcusably poor planning on the part
of the Bush administration. Still,
it would be just as reckless and
damaging to simply abandon the
Iraq in its current state as it was
to rush in under pretenses of
WMDs.

Besides, there are better ideas
out there. Back on Aug. 22, Juan
Cole, a professor of Modern
Middle East and South Asian
History at the University of
Michigan, offered a sens ible plan
for Iraq on his blog, "Informed
Comment." In a post entitled,
"Ten Things Congress Could
Demand from Bush on Iraq,"
Cole calls attention to the fact
th a t both Democrats and
Republicans are divided on the
course of action, adding, " So the
issue is n' t a partisan one. It 's an
American one. "
Co le notes that withdraw ing
now wou ld likely lead to a civil
war in Iraq, one that could draw
in the rest of the Midd le East.
Among the professor 's suggestions are moving U.S. ground
troops out of urban areas as part
of a steady withdrawal, helping
build an Iraqi armor corps and
reinstating former Baathists who
cannot be proven to have committed serious crimes.
As Cole points out, the last
step is of great importance. And
seeing as the U.S. decision to
remove the Baath party from the
government drove the Sunnis
into insurgency before being
invited back, the group's party
needs assurance that it isn't getting hosed in the constitution
writing.
Sheehan and the anti-war
movement would ultimately succeed if a plausible exit strategy
emerges . As it stands, Iraq is lining up to be the predominant
issue of the mid-term elect ions
next year. And with no end in
sight, it 's of little comfort that
Newsweek reported in its Sept.
19 issue, "Some [counterterrorism and defense] o ffici als say
that peop le in the inte lligence
com mun ity are leery about

engaging in speculative exercises
for fear of being accused by conservatives of underminin g
George W. Bush's administration
policy. However, others say that
this analysis could support staying the course in Iraq if a U.S.
pullout would result in greater
insurgent violence or a religious
civil war."
A reduction in troops in Iraq
should not be dictated by how
well the president's policies
come off. That point is made
abundantly clear by disputes over
the number of troops necessary
for securing the peace in Iraq.
As reported by the Washington
Post, Defense Secretary Donald
Rums feld and Deputy Defense
Secretary Paul Wolfowitz rejected the initial troop estimates of
Army Chief of Staff Eric K .
Shinseki and Army Secretary
Thomas E. White. Shinseki and
White warned several hundred
thousand wou ld be necessary.
Rumsfeld and Wolfowitz found
the numbers to be exaggerated.
White was fired . Sh inseki
retired. And Rumsfeld continues
to imply that the troop level is
satisfactory.
It's frustrating to read some of
the stories that come out of Iraq,
where the U.S. has now lost more
than I ,900 troops. But the situation will not be remedied by an
immediate withdrawal. What is
needed is a real plan, and it is
needed now.
The worldwide impression of
the U.S. will not be helped by
retreating and leaving Iraq worse
off than when we invaded. We've
all been waiting for an exit strategy, but some of us are g row ing
rather impatient. After all , we all
"Support Our Troops." We just
have different opi nions on the
best way to do it.

Intelligent Design merely magical thinking
By James Ewert
Assistant City Beat Editor
The motivation behind the
surge to teach the arcane and
freakis h Intelligent Design theory
is almost as disturbing as the magical theory itself, but not nearly as
graphically frightening as the
cruel and hideous monsters
pulling its strings and pushing its
buttons.
The issue of creationism vs .
Darwin ism was put to rest long
ago when the courts ruled that no
one could mandate the teaching of
creationism in public schools
(though teaching theories other
than evolution were never
banned). Many times since, courts
have upheld the ruling and struck
down laws contradicting it. Even
so, the issue has somehow managed to creep back into the realm
and scope of society. It has once
again surfaced in a number of
rural towns across the country. Yet
this time creationi sm has come
back with an ugly and hideous
disguise. It has thrown out its references to religion and Jesus and
now call s itse lf " Inte ll igent
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Commentary

Design"- and it is meant to fool
everyone.
This time the debate is not so
much about the Bible and the
God-made-everything-in-s ix-days
drivel. It is simply about expressing the loser's s ide in a debate that
arguably shouldn't even be taking
p lace.
Republican and Christian fun damentalist politic ians everywhere are jumping at the chance
to champion the cause o f expressing different schools of thought in
the publi c educati on system.
Among others, the president him se lf has spoken out on the topic.
A s he so e loquently put it in his
us ual
make-the-reporter-fee ldumb-and-juveni le
mann er:
" You ' re aski ng me whether or not
people o ught to be ex posed to different ideas, and the answer is
yes."
Yes, and will sc hools also
implem ent the use o f O uija
boards? Will teachers also infonn
students about soothsay ing, sorcery and voodoo, expose them to
the powers of witchcraft and magnetism, and explain to ch ildren the
string theory, a lchemy and astrol-

The Columbia Chrooicle is a student-produced
publicatioo of Columbia College Chicago and
does not necessarily represent. in whole or in
part. the views of college administrators.
faculty or students.
All tex~ photos and graphics are the
property of The Columbia Chronicle and may
not be reproduced o r published without
written permiss ion.

ogy? Yes, yes and yes- all of that
and more. Students around the
country shall know of aliens, crop
circles and alternate realities.
Both s ides of every issue must be
taug ht to young impressionable
chi ldren- both s ides to Manifest
Des tiny, the Spanish American
War, Vietnam , Iraq, etc. ... and
everything else under the sun that
has two s ides and has been debated.
These people who are trying to
push Intelligent Desig n into classrooms assert th at other views
regarding the orig ins of humans
(those opposed to evo lution)
should be heard. T hey are also the
same people who placed the Ten
Commandments in courtho uses
and forgot the whole mercy thing.
T hey are the same hypocrites who
ca ll rac ists out for discrim ination
but refuse to accept th~ir own bigotry for condem ni ng homosexuals. They arc the same o nes who
clai m marriage as a holy fonn of
sacred unity, yet d ivorce their
spouses on a whim.
Those in favor of " ID," as they
cleverly like to call it, claim that
evolut ion alone cannot explain the

Editorials are the opinions of the Editorial
Board of The Columbia Chronicle.
Columns are the opinions of tho author(s).

Views expressed In this publication are those
of the writer and are not the opinions of The
Columbill Chronicle, Columbia's Journalism
Department or Columbia College Chicago.

complexity of certain wonders of
the universe and living things.
Therefore, s ince evolution is
unable to fully clarify where we
came from and why, we s hould
throw out all forms of log ic and
rationality. All this in order to
teach kids that the origi ns of the
universe and of living things are
so complicated that the best way
to describe them is not evolution,
but to imagine that some type of
intell igent creator, a w izard if you
will, created them for us.
Be reminded that this debate is
not about the big-bang theory; it is
about evolution, a process that has
been so widely accepted by both
the academic and sc ientific worlds
that it has become a staple of stan dard th inking.
O . K. then. Jet's thr0\1 out
decades upon decades o f research
and stud ies to allow an idea of
som~ type of superhuman force to
invade public space. That sure
will exp lain everything . Perhaps it
is the same unknown force that
makes Bus h "good" and the l<'rrorists ·•ev il.'' Sounds great
when will this mag ica l program
start?

Letters to th e editor must mdude lull name, year. ma1or
and phone number A!l letters are ed1ted for grammar and
may be cut due to a limned space
Letters can be faxed t o (312) 344-8430,
e-malled to Chronlcle@colum.edu or mailed to
The Columbfa Chronicle, 33 E. Congress Par11;way

Sutte 224, Chicago, IL. 60605·1996.
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Roamin'
Numerals

3
Number of mice, carrying a bacterium that
causes various forms of
the plague, missing
from the Public Health
Research Institute in
Newark, N.J. , since
Aug. 29. A spokesman
for the FBI's Newark
office said there was
no public safety risk.

1 hour
Approximate amount of
time between when
Pensacola, Fla., Parade
gas station employee
Pam Pease reported her
I 994 Ford Escort
stolen and when its
suspected thieves,
Artemio Castillo and
E rnesto Garcia,
returned to get a fill-up
on Sept. 20. The suspects face charges of
grand theft auto and
resisting arrest.

20
Maximum number of
public pay toilets officials in New York City
agreed, on Sept. 20, to
have installed in
Ma nhattan by Spanish
advertising company
Cemusa Inc .

Choice Cuts

''

" He wants to have a
girlfriend. He wants
intimate contact with a
female. "
Psycho logist Paul
Montalbano 's Sept. 19
testimony to a U.S.
District Court about the
loneliness telt by patient
John W. HinckleY Jr.
T he 50-year-old- has
been confined to St.
Elizabeth's. a mental
hospital in Washington.
D.C" since 1982, fo llowing an att..:mptcd
assassination of' th..:npresident Ronald Reagan
to impress Jod ie Foster.

The Columbia Chronicle
33 E. Congress Parkway
Suite 224
Chicago, IL 60605- 1996
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Classifieds

Deadlines
Your advertisement must be received
by 5 p.m. on the Thursday prior to the
publishing date.

Place yrwr ad online at:
www.columbiachronidedassifieds.com.

Rates
The Columbia Chronicle charges $0.25
per word with a $5 minimum. All dassi·
fied ads must be pre-paid in full prior to
pubt~tion. All ads wilt be published in
the order of purchasing date

BE PART OF PROJECT DELTA CHICAGO
COLLEGES - visit www.projectdeltanow.com for
info
FOR RENT MILLENIUM PARK LOOP loft
2BR/2BA overlook State St. 12'ceilings, granite
counters/maple /cabinets/washer/dryer/replayTV
w/service (same as TiVo) Rent at $1795 includes
heat/air/high speed internet. 84 7 6879572
michaeladell@aol.com

LA based film-maker seeks to interview subjects for multi-city documentary. Need to have
(within 2 years) put an end to a romantic relationship. (YOU broke it off) Films in Chicago Oct. 8 15 E-mail: whydoc_chi@yahoo.com
Valet Parking Attendant- Great Pay and
Flexible Hours. Work in Fun atmospheres, nightclubs, restaurants, and hotels. Full and Part time
hours. 847-670-0871
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Incredible photos.
Incredibly simple.
At an Incredible price.

$649.95
Body only*

$799.95
Outfit**

Nikon® 050™
Master the moment. Capture life with affordable Nikon quality.
• 6.1 effective mega pixel Nikon OX Format ceo image sensor delivers great
high-resolution, sharply detailed photos that allow for cropping
• 7 Digital Van-Program modes-including a new "Child" mode-make taking
great, memorable pictures even easier
• Compact and lightweight design, inviting body contours and easily accessible
controls make picture taking satisfying and fun
• Set includes: 0 50 camera body, MH-1 81 Quick Charger. EN·EL3 U-lon R.chargeable Battery and Nikon PteturaPro;.d"" software
•• Outfit includes: 050 camera body, 18-SSmm f/3.5-S.SG ED AF·S OX Zoom-NikkorCI lens. MH-16a OWdc Charger, EN-El3lf..ion
Rechargeable Battery and Ntkon PICtureProject"" software
••• 2-lens Outfrt includes· 050 camera body, 18-SSmm fiJ.S..S.eG EOAF-S OX Zoom-NikkorCI lens, 55--200nvn f/4-5 &G EO AF ·S OX
Zoom-Ntkk011D lena. MH- 18a Ouiek CNrger, EN-El3 li-ion Rechargeabfe Banery and Nikon PictureProfec:f"' toftware

$999.95
Two Lens Outfit**

All Nlkon products
Include Nlkon Inc.
USA one-year limited
warranty.
Q2005 N ikon Inc.
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New lllinois Chief Justice vows
to clean up high court behavior
Money, power
among other areas
of concern for
supreme court

Thomas should be used to the
public spotlight that comes with
the new duties he assumed earlier this month. He kicked field
goals and extra points for the
University of Notre Dame and
AP
then the Chicago Bears for a
decade.
The state's new chief justice
"I've been booed by 75,000
predicts the Illinois Supreme people," Thomas said. "I don't
Court will try to rein in aggres- think one angry attorney walking
sive attorneys and study the role into the courtroom is going to
of politics and money in judicial bother me."
Thomas said having the final
races, which could include looking at appointing judges instead say in murder and other serious
crimes is a humbling task that
of electing them.
Bob Thomas, describing the judges shouldn't take lightly.
But he fears that happens too
goals for his three years as the
top judge, said the justices will often, as lawyers and judges put
focus on improving judicial pro- themselves ahead of the justice
fessionalism and may require system. Thomas, after spending
lawyers to take continuing edu- several years working on a courtcreated professionalism commitcation courses.
He also said the court, in the tee, said it's time to weed out
wake of a bitter and expensive lawyers who disrupt courtroom
court race last fall, will be decorum.
He said some attorneys take
involved in studies by reform
groups on whether judges should advantage of judges by arguing
out of tum or interrupting their
be appointed instead of elected.
"In light of what the climate is counterparts. Such behavior
... I guess I'd put it this way: I doesn't qualify for disciplinary
would be swprised if we aren't action but can cause disarray in
discussing that in conference at the courtroom and even give
some time," Thomas said "What them an unfair upper hand, he
the outgrowth of those discus- said.
Thomas wants the court to
sions are, I have no way of
consider requiring professionalknowing."
A DuPage County Republican ism training and legal education,
who has served on the court as well as mentoring for young
since 2000, Thomas began his and prospective attorneys.
tum as chief justice Sept. 7. The Thomas also hopes to better eduposition rotates among all the cate the public that media porjustices.
trayals of aggressive, successful

lawyers are misleading.
"It's not necessarily that the
attorney that is the most outlandish in his conduct is necessarily the best attorney," Thomas
said. "Now we have an opportunity to make our profession better."
Thomas also acknowledged
the court is well aware of worries
over the influx of special interests and big money in judicial
races.
Last fall, Republican Lloyd
Karmeier beat Democrat Gordon
Maag for a seat on the Supreme
Court in a race that cost nearly
$ 10 million, shattering state and
national spending records for
judicial campaigns. Karmeier's
election put three Republicans
and four Democrats on the court.
The race was marked by negative advertising on both sides and
drew rebukes from judicial
reform groups and a state Bar
Association panel acting as an
ethics watchdog.
The campaign money led to
questions about Karmeier's
impartiality in a class-action lawsuit filed against State Farm
Insurance Co. Karmeier took
campaign donations linked to the
company but refused to step
aside and voted with the majority to throw out a $1 billion verdict against State Farm last
month.
Thomas said he doesn't
believe any judges he has served
with have based their decisions
on political support.

AP
Ospreys, ion~ si~ ce considered endangered, have sucessfully
returned to llhnots after a fa tled attempt in 2004.

Endangered birds find
home along Illinois River
AP
There 's a new poster bird for
Illinois River recovery. For years, bald
eagles played that role, coming from
the national endangered lists to
becoming frequent visitors and even
regular nesters in central Illino is.
Now, the same may be happening
with ospreys.
For the second straight year, a pair
of ospreys built a nest along the
Illinois River near Banner Marsh.
After a fai led attempt last year, the
pair successfully fledged three young
ospreys in early August- the frrst
documented nesting in central Illinois
since the 1890s.
That 's according to H . David
Bohlen's The Birds of Illinois, referring to downstate Tazewell County
records from 1892.
But there is no question that ospreys
may have nested after that, since the
birds were, at one time, fairly common in Illinois along rivers and near
lakes. Bohlen's last documented nest
was at Crab Orchard National

Wildlife Refuge in 1952.
But use of pesticides, particularly
DDT, decimated osprey populations
and pushed the birds onto the national
endangered species list, where they
remain today.
That's why retired Bradley
R ichard
University
professor
Bjorklund was so excited to have seen
the birds fledge on Aug. 5, along with
his son, Sig.
The two avid bird watchers showed
up at Banner Marsh and saw a male
osprey on the ground preening feathers while a female rel]lained in the
nest. Then the approach of a Cooper's
hawk prompted the mother to leave
the nest. Before long, two juveniles
were in the air and a third bird left the
nest and flew over to its siblings.
"We were in the right place at the
right time," Bjorklund said "What's
the probability this hawk was going to
fly down the river and get close
enough to draw the mom out of the
nest so we could see the third one
fly?"

Share your space, but live on your own.
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Gel everything lor your dorm room 11 Walm1rt.com 1nd stlll1flord tuition.
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Disaster:
Red Cross teams
with city
Continued from Back Page
local television and radio stations for updated information.
Among other groups and organizations to
help the city of Chicago in an emergency situation, the American Red Cross has already
signed a memorandum of understanding
with the OEMC to act in support, providing
assistanct and training, according to Cat
Langel , spokesperson for the American Red
Cross of Greater Chicago.
"We really stress people to get prepared to
know the steps they need to take putting
together an emergency supply kit, a family
evacuation plan and knowing what your
local municipality is doing," Langel said.
Contacting local municipalities for information may prove to be a difficult task as the
OEMC failed to return multiple calls and
emails from The Chronicle regarding questions about. the city's plan. Which, for security purposes has not yet been made available
to the general public.
Communication between officials in
charge and the general public is key, Shaw
said, expounding about types of hazards that
threaten.
"It doesn't matter what the event is, you
still have to communicate with the public.

September 26, 2005
Evacuating people or having plans to keep
people in place are essential in preparedness," Shaw said. "Those are the things that
get you the most bang for your buck....You
can go to the specifics of what to do if we
have a radiological or biological attack only
after you have already worried about the
absolute basics."
Pablo Durango-Cohen, an assistant professor in Northwestern University's
Department of Civil and Environmental
Engineering, said communicating information to the public about the possible concerns
of evacuating a city the size of Chicago
would be hard without testing possible scenarios.
"Congestion is bad enough during rush
hour, and in an emergency you can only
imagine," Durango-Cohen said. "The city
might think about possibly reversing the
directions of certain streets, but without testing the idea, it might create more of a mess.
"It's like the fire drills you used to do in
school; the more you do it, the less you have
to think about it."
Communicating to citizens both before
and after a disaster occurs is an element that
the OEMC has not only covered already, but
claims it as one of the main technological
facets incorporated by the department.
The emergency telephone notification system is set up to pinpoint the location of a disaster and call all land-line phones in the area.
While the system is capable of calling up to
I ,000 phones per minute, questions persist
about how the city plans to inform the people
who own only a cell phone and do not have
access to a landline telephone.
The city also
assumes
that
local radio and
television
stations will be up
and running in
the event of an
emergency and
citizens
will
always have a
television
or
radio on hand.
Until the city

As ••s•ed on • • Ofljce of Emeraency

Manaaemem and Communtcac•ons webs•ce:
If a disast er strikes:
-Try to remain calm and patient.
-Listen to radio, television, and/or
office building a nnouncements for
curre nt information or instructions.
- If advised to evacuate your home,
office or neigh borhood, follow t he
instructions immed iately.

Ways to prepare for a
disaster or catastrophic
event:

- Do not stray from designated
evacuation routes, as short cuts
may not be safe.

-Maintain a disaster supply kit in your
home or office.

- Upon reaching your family or
office's designated area of safety,
continue to monitor local radio
and/or television reports for updated information.

- Become familiar w ith emergency plans
for your home, business and
children's school.
- Establish two meeting or "phone-in"
locations for your family; one in your
neighborhood and another outside of
your neighborhood.
-Post emergency telephone numbers in
your home and office. Teach your family
how and when to utilize them.
-Make sure everyone in your household
knows how and when to shut off water,
gas and electricity at the main switches.
Chris Gallevo!The Chronicle

chooses to remove its tight-lipped policy on
the emergency plan, information on how to
prepare for a disaster is available on the
OEMC's website. However, much of the
information is either basic tips, complicated
documents or supplied by links to long federal reports.
.. You can put a !50-page plan on the web,

but you can 't expect everyone to read
it .. .we're good at putting up concrete barriers and chain link fences." Shaw said.
"We've got cameras all over the place and
bomb sni ffing dogs everywhere but, in the
meantim e, we've forgotten about how to get
people out of cites -something that might
be much more ctrective than anything else."

The Office of Emergency Management and Communications,
1114 W. Madiso n St., serves as the emergency command
post and 911 center for Chicago.

Help create a family.
Chicago's first and most highly
respected program is looking for
the following:
EGG DONORS

$5,000 compensation to healthy women between
10-19 to be anonymous egg donors. Donors will
take medication and undergo a minor surgical

Serious inquiries only.
GESTATIONAL SURROGATES
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St. Thomas prepares p rofess ionals with p ract ical sk ill s
and a theoretica l legal education based on integrat ing
pe rsonal va lues wi t h the deepest of eth ical p rinciples.
With our nationall y recog nized m ento r externship
program, hig hl y ranked legal writing program,
commitm ent to community service, and our
d isting uished fac u lty, isn'r it rime t o consider
the Universi ty of Sr. Thomas for your law degree'

c::::J.

, ; UNIV ERSITY

of S T. THOMAS

School of Law
MSL 124, I 000 LaSalle Ave.
Minneapo lis, MN 55403
Phone: (65 I) 962-4895; (800) 328-68 19 , Ext. 2-4895
lawsch ool @s ttho mas.edu
www.st thomas.edu/law
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Fitness centers key in preventing 'freshtnan 15'
Men's magazine
ranks top 25 fat and
fit colleges
By Amanda Maurer
Staff Writer

Top 5 Fattest

Top 5 Fittest
1. Brigham Young

1. University of
Louisiana, Lafayette

University

When Justine Taurianien start2. University of
2. University of California
ed gaining weight rapidly during
her freshm an year at Columbia,
New
Orleans
Santa Barbara
she freaked out. Now a sophomore, the vocal performance
3. Boston University
3. Mississippi State
major maintains a healthy weight
by dieting and exercising.
University
4. University of
How students can figh t the
"freshman 15" was one of the
4.
Southern
Illinois
Vermont
questions that caused Men 's
Fitness magazine to survey
University, Carbondale
5. Northwestern
10,000 students from 660 universities to discover the 25 fittest and
University (Ill.)
5. Portland State University
fattest college campuses.
Men 's Fitness, collaborating
Chris Gallevo!The Chronicle
with The Princeton Review,
Roosevelt and Columbia students
placed Brigham Young University track, tennis courts, free weight including Taurianien.
in Provo, Utah at the top of the fit rooms and various cardiovascular
" I had always been the same who come in to use the facility
list. Northwestern University in machines. However, according to size throughout my life-like a each day averages around 60.
Evanston was the fifth most fit.
Barclay, the equipm ent alone gradual gain," Taurianien said.
She believes that a greater
The survey asked students vari- does not influence the level of "But when I started gaining number and variety of equipment
ous health-related questions student fitness.
weight in a short amount of time, would increase student interest.
including how much weight they
Frazier considers a pool to be one
"The students we have at our I thought ' Oh, I' m growing."'
gained or lost while at college, the university are what I would call
Taurianein spoke to her mother, option that would boost any fitcharacteristics of their workout ' overachievers,"' Barclay said. who suggested she start dieting ness center's popularity.
routine and the condition of the "When they set their minds to do and exercising in order to achieve
" I think most gyms would love
available student health facilities. something, whether it's getting a comfortable weight.
a pool," Frazier said. " If we had
Northwestern University's suc- good grades or a degree in school,
Since Columbia does not have one I think the numbers would
cess may stem from their three it is carried on to other parts of a fitness center, students are free triple."
exercise
facilities,
which their life like maintaining healthy to use the Marvin Moss Student
Roosevelt and Columbia are
Stephanie Barclay, assistant lifestyles."
Center, Roosevelt University's not the only schools whose fitness
director of fitness and wellness,
According Barclay, nearly fitness faci lity, 425 S. Wabash centers' usage would increase if
compared to that of a commercial I ,500 students take advantage of Ave. A workout facility is also they had a greater amount and
fitness center.
the center each day.
available to res idents in the variety of workout equipment.
Northwestern's Henry Crown
According to Ray Clay, director
Although Columbia does not University Center, 525 S. State St.
Sports Pavilion fac ility offers var- fall amongst the top 25 fittest or
Mary Frazier, program assistant of campus recreation at the
ious exercise options to students, fattest campuses, personal health at Roosevelt's student center, esti- Univers ity of Illinois at Chicago,
including an indoor running remains signi fica nt to many, mated the combined number of this played a role when the school

Sky:
Season ticket
sales strong

renovated its own fitness facilities.
"I think a lot of it correlates to
what kind of facilities and offerings you have on campus," Clay
said. "[The schools on the Men's
Fitness list] that are the fittest
tend to be building new facilities
or have done a lot of renovation
recently. Looking at the fattest, I
see some schools that have projects that are just getting ready to
open."
Facility renovation plays a part
in student interest, as UIC numbers have shown. According to
Clay, after UIC renovated near
West Side recreation center, student usage more than doubled
from 400 people a day to 900.
Meanwhile, the fattest college,
University of Louisiana at
Lafayette, plans to have a new
weight room in 2006, according
to the school's website.
Although the numbers from the
Marvin Moss Student Center are
less than Northwestern 's, Jason
Ferguson, coordinator of Student
Affairs at Columbia, believes that
Columbia students are constantly
exercising even if they are not
working out in a fi tness center.
"I
honestly
think
that
Columbia students get a lot of
exercise simply because of the
layout of our campus; you have
to walk," Ferguson said. "There
may be students that have to walk
from Congress [Parkway] to 14th
Street everyday. I would like
Columbia to be healthy because
we have chosen to be and we
have made a deliberate effort to
be."

A 'Lovely' Afternoon

Continued from Back Page
team but the WNBA and what we
we love to do."
Chicago Sky owner Michael
Alter said all the sopport is what
has helped push the new WNBA
team into reality.
"The response we have gotten
from th is city has been incredible,"
Alter said.
More than 27 leaders have
stepped forward to help fund the
Chicago Sky, Stender said.
Comonwealth
Edison
and
Gatorade have teamed up a~ advertising sponsors in an effort to help
bring the Chicago Sky into
Chicagoland homes.
CornEd also sponsors the
Chicago Bears, Blackhawks, Bulls,
Cubs and White Sox.
LaSalle Oank and Motorola have
teamed up as marketing partners,
and the University o f Il linois
Medical Center is providing health
care for players.
America's most watched public
television station , Chicago 's
Wrf'W, will broadcast all WNBA
home games.
" WTIW and the WNOA arc
committed to insp iring young
Chicagoans to achieve great
thing,~... said WTIW !'resident and
ChO Dan Schmidt in a recent press
relcaxc. " We arc exci ted to share
the WNHA's games wit h a wide
and diverse audience."
Lesile ( iardner, a high school
scnir>r from New Trier lf igh
School, skipped class with 4

Throngs of people converge at Marshall Field's, 111 N. State St., on Sept. 19 to catch a glimpse of Sarah Jessica
Parker debuting her new fragrance Lovely. Parker (sitting, far right) also took time out to sign autographs to promote
her new perfume.

friends to attend the Chicago Sky
event.
" We' re all on our school's basketball team so we felt we had to be
here today," Gard ner said . " It 's nice
to sec and we j ust thought we
would show our support ."
WNBA enthusiast Lisa Ferri of
Kankakee has been watching
wornen 's basketball for over three
years.

" I' m glad the sport is moving
close to home," Ferri said. " I've
been driving to Indiana to watch
the games but this gives me a
chance to support my horne teurn."
Ferri said she purchased seuson
passes this spring with friends, und
snid she was not going to miss n

si ngle game.
Since sales of season passes
sturted in February, more than 700

fims have already purchased them,
according to Mary Kmusc, dir~'Ctor
of media and community relutions
for the Chicago Sky.
"'1\) the ticket holders, I wnnt you
to know how specin I you arc to us,"
Stender suid. " It's incredible, your
enthusiasm ami your support when
we didn' t even have a nmne or logo
or players, is remarkable."
Chicago Sky will piny in the

Eustem Conference unci compete
ngninst teams including the Indiana
Fever, New York Liberty nnd
Detroit Shock.
" I'm wearing my couching shoes
b~'Cnuse I'm rendy to go right now.''
Cowens said. "The citizens of
Chicngo dcscrw only the best nnd
alii cnn promise you is that night in
and night out we're going to give
you the best."
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Lights Out
program a hit
Volunteer bird
collision monitors
search city for
injured birds
By Cyryl Jakubowski
Staff Writer
Soaring above the city in
hordes, various woodcocks,
thrushes, warblers, sparrows and
swallows are colliding into towering C hicago buildings and meeting their demise.
But the Chicago Lights Out
Program and C hicago Bird
Collision Monitors are doing their
part to minimize bird casualties.
" Chicago has been the first
[U.S. city] to adopt the Lights Out
Program," said Judy Pollock,
Audubon · Bird Conservation
Coordinator. " It's a very successful program."
The program helps save birds'
lives by shutting down or dimming the lights of tall buildings
during migration seasons.
Every year, migratory birds fl y
along the C hicago shore line,
using the Mississippi flyway on
their journey to Alaska, Bolivia or
the Caribbean. On each trip copious amounts of them die by crashing into skyscrapers and lobbies.
The culprits are lights and glass
windows.
According to Audubon Chicago
Region 's website, during the
migratory periods, buildings such
as the John Hancock Center, the
Sears Tower and the Tribune
Tower all dim or turn off their
lights to minimize coll isions. "{"he
program is a joint effort between
the city of Chicago, the Building
Owner s a nd Mana ge r s

Clint:
Valuable for
future research
Continued from Back Page
Clint spent 24 years living at
Yerkes
Emory
Un iversity's
National Primate Research Center
in Atlanta, a national center charged
with providing animal samples to
researchers. He was euthanized in
2004 because he was in the fmal

Association of Chicago, Audubon
and the Field Museum.
" In genera l, what I'd say is, the
taller the building, the more it
tends to kill ," said Douglas Stotz,
Co n se rvation Eco log i s t /
Orni th ologist at the Field
Museum. " Hancock stands out,
though they are preny good about
turning off lights." He said the
number of bird killed in part also
depends on weather conditions.
" What we do is we have teams
of monitors during migration seasons, which is spring and fall, and
they go out in teams of two during
predawn ho urs to check for
injured or dead birds," said Mary
Lou Mellon, Chicago Bird
Collision Monitors representative
to the Bird Conservation
Network. Birds get "confused by
light when they migrate," Mellon
said. "Especially songbirds that
migrate at night."
Robbie
Lynn
Hunsinger,
founder and director of Ch icago
Bird Collision Monitors said
glass windows and skyscrapers
kill up to one billion birds a year
in the United States. She began
trying to rescue birds in the fall of
2002 after she and a colleague
witnessed a heavy night of migration she founded the Collision
Monitors in 2003.
On the CBCM 's website she
writes that on Sept. I 0, 2002 "all
of the lights were on downtown,
and birds were circling rooftop
lights, hitting buildings and literally fa lling out of the sky a ll night
long and well into the morning

Th is Red-eyed Vireo was rescued following a collision with a building rendering it unable to fly.
After several weeks in rehabilitation the Vireo was released back into the wild.
cue birds before predators like
crows and gu lis get to them.
Dead birds are transported to
the Field Museum where they are
used for future sc ientific studies,
Stotz said. The Fie ld Museum
also checks for parasites in the
feathers and perform DNA studies.
" We had I 00 rescues in one day
[last year]," Hunsinger said. " The
percentages have increased dramatically, and that's extremely
positive. It 's very rewarding. We
have an 80 percent release rate."
During migration there are
good days and bad days. Monitors
manage to successfully rescue
many birds.
" We had a big fallout on
Wednesday
[Sept.
14],"
Hunsinger said. The rescued birds
are transported to a rehabilitati on

It was Hunsinger and the
Chicago Bird Collision Monitors
who helped to darken the Loop.

" It was making some difference," Hunsinger said about the
Lights Out Program. She said that
at its inception it " was a protocol
in place-but nobody was seeing
if the lights were out."
" It was our own effort. I started
calling managers to turn off the
lights. I educated them about why
they need to turn off the lights,"
Hunsinger said. " (The Lights Out
Program] was its own thing. The
mayor signed onto it, which is
great."
" When a lobby is lit, and there
is a tree inside the glass, a bird
may strike (the glass] and stun or
kill itself," Mellon said. Head
injuries , broken wings, broken
collar bones and fractured bills
are some of the injuries that these
birds sustain.
" Brain swell ing will kill most
birds," Mell on said.
When poss ible, the injured bird
is administered an anti-concussive, Mellon said. She added that
decal's are placed on windows so
birds can see them, and try to res-

" We received 37 injured birds,
[on that day]" said Dawn Keller,
director and fou nder of Fl int
Creek Wildlife Rehabilitation in
Barrington.

Flint Creek works with mon itoring program, and rehabil itates
rescued birds. Keller added that
most of those birds were released
back into the wild.
" We are setting up a second
location at Northerly Island to
provide rehab service yearround," Keller said. It will be an
all volunteer, fu lly staffed faci lity,
and was originally s lated to open
Sept. I. Keller said they are still
"shooting for this month. We are
trying to get it up and running as
quickly as possible."
An estimated S I 00,000 a year
is needed, and Flint Creek
Wildlife is accepting donations in
order to expand its services and
pay for supplies, staff and equipment, according to the Los
Angeles Times. "That's not written in stone," Keller said.
Chicago
Bird
Co lli s ion
Monitors is a lso seeking volunteers to help the cause.
" If students can monitor buildings near Co lumbia- we' d be
thrilled to pieces," Mell on said.

stages of congestive heart and liver
failure. Posthumously, he became
the King Kong of primate research.
"Clint's international notoriety
may be based on being in the right
place at the right time," said Lisa
Newbern of Yeii<es Public Affairs.
" But we also know Clint's DNA
was selected over samples provided
by other research centers."
Yerkes received a request for a
chimpanzee blood sample around
the time of Clint's annual exam .
Now Martin is concerned wtth
preserving Clint as an "original

specimen" as opposed to j ust DNA
in a test tube. This means saving his
" skeleton and everything else we
can keep," he said.
Decades from now, new technology may advance primate research,
and it will be important to have an
intact control sample like Clint.
" It's important to keep voucher
specimens so current research
results can be validated by future
research," said Greg Borzo, Field
Museum spokesman
Martin, who serves on the
Integrated Primate Biomateria ls

and Information Resource, a panel
that collects DNA samples from
primates, convinced the organizers
to get Clint's remains from Yerkes.
It is important, he said, for the
chimp's skeleton to be preserved at
a museum, and since the Field
Museum is one of the largest in the
United States- the Smithsonian in
Washington and New York's
American Museum of Natural
History round out the top three-it
was "very appropriate to have him
in Chicago."
The Field Museum is less con-

cemed with Clint's popularity and
more concerned with the role he'll
play in future research. For example, many scientists agree there is
one species of the common chimpanzee, but Martin believes there
are two or three. Perhaps Clint's
DNA will provide researchers with
an answer to that and other questions, li ke what makes hum ans
unique.
" We want to keep it not because
of its celebrity, but because it's very
important to use as a yardstick in
future analysis," Borzo said.

hours."

On the Lighter Side

center.

On a Serious Note

Woman stumbles upon careless, hungry burglar's mess

Mugger offers victim ' somethin g interesting'

A 55-year-old woman returning to her office at 700 S.
Federal St. on the morning of Sept. 14 found gym shoes, a
purple pillow case, an open Pop Tart package and a can opener scattered on the floor. Her computer was also missing. A
security guard on patrol the night before said he saw an
unknown man on the ftrst floor carrying the purple pillow
case. The value of the computer, mouse and keyboard is estimated at $2,000.

A 28-year-old man was walking near 24 E. Congress
Parkway on Sept. 18 when two men in their mid-30's
approached and engaged in conversation with him. The
two offenders asked the man to step into the alley
because " they had someth ing interesting to show him."
Once the victim declined, one of the offenders struck
him in his face and took his wallet, which contained
$400. The second offender then ripped a gold chain off
his neck before fleeing. The victim refused medical
attent ion once police arrived, and the offenders could not
be spotted after a search of the area.

Drunk man feels at home in liquor store
An employee at Warehouse Liquors, 634 S. Wabash Ave.,
called police on Sept. 16 after a disgruntled drunk man
refused to leave the propeny. The employee told the 33-yearold man he was too drunk and ordered him to leave the store,
at which point the offender replied, " I'm gonna kick your
ass!" Police arrived and placed the offender under arrest
before taking him in for processing.

-Compiled by Chronicle staff through information provided by the Chicago Police Department.

A r ude awaken ing
A 3 7-year-old man was sleeping near 700 S. Midalpa
Ave. on Sept. 19 when another 37-year-old- Wlllbd
over and touched his bag, startling him aWib. 11lle
offender then struck the victim cutting his '"-d. n. •
tim was taken to Northwestern Memorial HOipilltl for
treatment.

CllYBFAT
City's disaster plan
comes under scrutiny
Communication,
structure, flexibility,
essential to plan

response. However, equally as
important, you need to have
within that a level of flexibility."
The basic structure to the
OEMC's plan is available on the
By James Ewert
department 's website, but the
Assistant City Beat Editor
fl exi bility of the plan will
remain to be seen until the plan
If for any reason a catastroph- is put to usc.
ic disaster were to impact the
Although specifics of the plan
city of Chicago, The Office of are not provided on the OEMC's
Emergency Management and website, genera l tips fo r preCommunications (OEMC) has a paredness and ways to react in
plan.
response to an emergency arc .
With much of the country conIn the event of an emergency
cerned about emergency pre- or hazard, the ci ty would notify
paredness in the wake of hurri- the public through their emercane Katrina's aftermath, many gency warning system, which
cities plans have come under would broadcast through their
review-Chicago is no different. 112 strategically placed sirens a
The city of Ch icago 's plan is three-minute rise-and-fall emerformul ated, analyzed and imple- gency tone . That rise-and-fall
mented by the OEMC. The tone which would alternate in
office is responsible for coordi- pitch is not to be confused with
nating the city's response and the three-minute-long steady
recovery after a n emergency, tone that would indicate an all
and is also in charge of prepar- cl ear directive, and it is also not
ing and not ifying the public. to be confused with the 30-secLocated within the OEMC is the ond test tone that can be heard
home of the city's 911 center.
on the first Tuesday of every
" Everyone has a pl an until month at 10 a.m.
they get hit with a punch." Greg
Upon notification of a n
Shaw said, quoting boxer Mike impending emergency, citizens
Tyson. Shaw, a Ph D , is the sen- would then wait by their home
ior research scientist for the phones to answer the call from
George Washington University the 9 11 center to hear the recordInstitute for Crisis, Disaster and ed message that would inform
Ri sk Management, loca ted in people of the emergency s ituaWashington DC. " The number tion and provide di rections and
one thing when looking at an information. T he O EMC also
emergency management plan is advises that people stay tuned to
that you need to provide some
See Disaster, Page 21
level o f structure to your

Erin Mash/The Clvooicle

Anthropologist Robert Martin of the Field Museum holds the skull of Clint, a chimpanzee whose
blood was used to map the chi mp genome. By studying the genetic differences between
humans and chimpanzees, scientists hope to gain insight on the evolution of the human brain.

Chimp moved to Chicago for future research
Five countries
involved with animals
blood genome
By Dionne Joseph
Staff Writer
The Field Museum, home to the
largest Tyrannosaurus rex fossil
ever discovered, welcomed the
skeleton of Clint, a chimpanzee.
However, unlike Sue, the T-Rcx,
the public won't ever sec him.
Clint's fame was cemented earlier this month when Nature, a weekly scientific journal, published the
findings o f the Chimpanzee

Sequencing
and
Analysis
Consortium, a group of more than
60 scientists from five different
countries who used Clint's blood to
sequence the chimpanzee genome,
or genetic material.
The current findings are groundbreaking, and biological anthropologist Robert D. Martin believes
Clint will also have a valuable role
in future research.
" The important thing is to have a
voucher specimen to refer back to,"
said Martin, provost for Academic
Affairs at the museum and the scientist responsible for Clint's
Chicago address.

Kevin Fuller, who holds a doctorate in molecular genetics and
cell biology and teaches at
Columbia's Science Institute, said
the study confinns much of what
had been assumed about the genetic similarities of humans and
chimps, but it also finds distinct
differences.
"By looking at those genes that
are different between the species,
we can begin to focus on those
genes which might control uniquely human traits and functions like
speech," Fuller said.
See Clint, Page 23

Chicago Sky takes flight
WNBA team and logo
revealed, set to take
the court in the spring
By Alan J. Baker
City Beat Edito r

Michell JereckUThu ChronlckJ

Students from Chicapo's Alain Locke Charter School learn
shooting tipg from Dtana Taurasi, WNBA 2004 Rookie of the
Y!Ji:J r frorn tho Phoenix Morcury, at the Alder Planetarium, at
1'l0(J S. L11ko Shore Drive, o n Sept. 20.

Chicago's new WNBA franchise debuted its name and logo at
the Alder Planetarium on Sept. 20,
a location officials say best represents the c ity, the team and their
future together.
The name, Chicago Sky. was
announced by president and C EO
Margare t Stender as a 15-foot Tshirt was unveiled. showing the
tea m's logo and colors to a ~rnwd
of more than 200 people, including fims, season-ti cket holders
and the press.
"This is the place where our
cit y reaches to the sky. Our tenm
wi ll rench those heights , too,"
Stender said . " It will dream 11s hig
11~ ( 'hic11go docs. It will lower, it
wi ll energize. it will he distinctl y
Chic11go."
( 'housing the n11me WIIS 11 dilli cult t11sk li•r the te11m, Stendor
Hil id. <)llicillls needed 11 word th11t
c11p1ured Ihe dre11ms of hoth resi-

dents and players that was no
more than six letters long, which
would allow proper p lacement on
uniforms.
" We ended up discarding the
Loopsters, the Deep Dishes and
all references to weather a nd
wind," Stender said. "And the
city 's fi xation with Mrs. O'Leary
and her cow."
The team co lors arc yellow and
blue, which represent "A beautiful
day in Chicago between the blue
sky and hright sun light to highlight the spectacular skyline,"
Stender sa id.
The Sky wi ll tip ofT their season
in May 2006 at the UIC l'nvilion,
on the cnrnpus o f the University
of Ill inois at l ' hicngo. Drat\ picks
l(•r players will hcgin in hilt'
November or ''11rly 1k~cmhcr.
" It's 11 rea lly nk c l<><'ntitln nt
I Jl('," said l.yd in Rypl'inski. n ~:!
yenr-old scnson-tkket hnlder
frnm Chicngo who re~civcd 1111
invi tntion tonttt•nd the event . " It 's
grent ne~css to the hi ghwny s<l t
won ' t hnve nny prnhlcmmnking it
to the gnmes."
D11ve Cowens, who wns nntnt•d
the NIIA's most V11lu11hlc plnyt•r in
I '17.1, will serve 11s ht•ml t'onch

and general manager for the Sky,
the WNBA's 14th franchise.
"This is a big day for all of us,"
Cowens said, who played I 0 of I t
seasons in his career with the
Boston Celties. "We are going to
have a team that is going to be
action packed."
To heighten WNBA awareness,
four of the WNBA's biggest stars
sat in on the event and later held
basketball workshops with more
than 50 students from Chicago's .
Ah1in Locke Charter School.
The WNBA stars present
incl uded : Diana Taurasi, the
Phoenix Mercury's 2004 Rookie
of the Yenr; Sue Bird. who helped
lend the Scuttle Stonn to their first
duunpionship in 25 years; Ruth
Riley. 2lllll collcgt: player of the
ycnr and Tcmekn Johnson; who in
her tirst Y<'nr lend the league in
assists.
R iIcy. who grew up in nearby
lndinnn. snid it was grcnt to haven
frnnc hise dnsc to her home.
"Midwest loves buskctball Rnd
1w haw pnwcn thAt over the
Y<'nrs," Riley snid. "Not only will
ynu he supJI<Irting the hicugo

See Sky. Page 22

